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They said it couldn'tbedone.
BorlandDidIt.Turbo Pascal3.0

,,,,
1

~

The Critics' Choice.
Jeff Duntemann, PC Magazine: ''Language
deal of the century . .. Turbo Pascal: It
introduces anew programming environment and
runs like magic."
Dave Garland, Popular Computing: "Most
Pascal compilers barely fit on adisk, but Turbo
Pascal packs an editor, compiler, linker, and run
time library into just 39K bytes of random
access memory."
Jerry Pournelle, BYTE: "What I think the
computer industry is headed tor: well
documented, standard, plenty ofgood features,
and areasonable price."

The best just got better:
Introducing Turbo Pascal 3.0
We just added awhole range of exciting new
features to Turbo Pascal:

• First, the world's fastest Pascal compiler just got
faster. Turbo Pascal 3.0 (16 bit version) compiles
twice as fast as Turbo Pascal 2.0! No kidding.

• Then, we totally rewrote the file 110 system, and
we also now support 110 redirection.

• For the IBM PC versions, we've even added
''turtle graphics" and full tree directory support.

• For all 16 Bit versions, we now offer two addi
tional options: 8087 math coprocessor support
for intensive calculations and Binary Coded
Decimals (BCD) for business applications.

• And much much more.
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(*) Benchmark run on an IBM PC using MS Pascal version 3.2 and
the DOS linker version 2.6. The 179 line program used is the "Gauss
Seidel" program out of Alan R. Miller's book: Pascal programs for
scientists and engineers (Sybex, page 128) with a3 dimensional
non-singular matrix and arelaxation coefficient of 1.0.

PRICE

BCD OPTION

TURTLE GRAPHICS

COMPILER SIZE

BUILT-IN INTERACTIVE EDITOR

CODE SIZE

EXECUTION SPEED

COMPILATION SPEED

The industry standard
With more than 250,000 users worldwide Turbo
Pascal is the industry's de facto standard. Turbo
Pascal is praised by more engineers, hobbyists,
students and professional programmers than any
other development environment in the history of
microcomputing. And yet, Turbo Pascal is
simple and fun to use!

ONE STEP COMPILE
(NO LINKING NECESSARY)

Portability.
Turbo Pascal is available today for most com
puters running PC DOS, MS DOS, CP/M 80 or
CPIM 86. AXENIX version of Turbo Pascal will
soon be announced, and before the end of the
year, Turbo Pascal will be running on most 68000
based microcomputers.

An Offer You Can't Refuse.
Until June 1st, 1985, you can get Turbo Pascal 3.0
for only $69.95. Turbo Pascal 3.0, equipped with
either the BCD or 8087 options, is available for an
additional $39.95 or Turbo Pascal 3.0 with both 0 on
for only $124.95. As amatter of fact, jf you a 6
Bit computer and are serious about programming, yo
might as well get bo 'ons right away and save
almost $25.
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DEADLINE FOR DISPLAY AND CLASSIFIED AD COPY:
For August 85 issue: Friday, July 5, 1985, noon
For October 85 issue: Friday, September 6, 1985, noon
For December 85 issue: Friday, November 1, 1985, noon

WRITERS GUIDELINES: Note in your articIe which machine
(Rev.) you are referring to. All written contributions
of more than 30 words should be submitted in a WordStar
file; right margin at 55 ("OR = 55); right
justification OFF ("OJ); two spaces after the period
(end of sentence); one blank line between paragraphs;
paragraph indent of 5; avoid hard carriage returns and
hyphenation (hyphen help OFF); avoid any .dot commands;
place name, address, phone number in first lines of the
file; state whether we can print your address and/or
phone number. Preferred file transfer: Upload to MaR
BBS-RCP/M--if up--(415) 658-0152, otherwise to BAMDUA
E,BBS-RCP/M (415) 654-3882. You may also use MCI Mail:
MREVlliW (ID 217-1566) or mail a 5 1/4 11 Morrow format

, floppy with a printed (double-spaced) hardcopy of your
prose. If you enclose postage, your floppy will be
returned. Publis.l)ed manuscripts entitle each author to
a single one-year's subscription to MaR.

CLASSIFIED ADS are available for both private parties
and commercial enterprises. Private party ads cost $2
per line; commercial ads run $6 per line. All ads
which sell something for profit are considered as
commercial. Guidelines for both types of ads are:
maximum 50 characters per line; maximum of 6 lines per
ad. Be sure to include name, address and phone number.
Indicate which information should not be printed.

For information on DISPLAY ADS. write to MaR, P.O. Box
5487, Berkeley, CA 94705, and ask for rate schedule and
information sheets.

odd month in order to begin your subscription with the
next published issue. Your mailing label shows a
number (your subscriber number) and an expiration
month. To ensure continuity of your subscription,
renew at least one month prior to your expiration
month. In all correspondence, please mention your
subscriber number.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS: Please allow 2 months for a change
of address to take effect. Change-of-address phone
calls cannot be accepted. Notify MaR in writing,
a ttention CHANGE OF ADDRESS.

MAIL AND DELIVERY: MaR is delivered by bulk mail. If
you want the reliability and efficiency of first class
mail, add $10 per year for delivery to US, Canada and
Mexico. For all other countries, add $10/year for
surface mail and $40/year for airmail.

MaR cannot be responsible for non-delivery of copies by
bulk rate. But if you have problems with getting MaR
delivered to your horne or office by bulk mail, please
notify MaR in writing, attention MAIlJNG LIST.

DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed by authors are not
necessarily condoned by MaR, nor does MaR vouch for the
technical accuracy of the articles. 'While MaR makes an
effort to screen advertisers, MaR cannot be responsible
for quality or delivery of merchandise advertised, nor
does MaR verify the accuracy of claims made in ads. You
should investigate before buying. If problems arise,
write to the advertiser explaining your complaint and
send MaR a copy of your letter.

SPECIAL CREDITS

SUBSCRIPTIONS: Subscriptions are $18 per year, $32 for
two years. Release dates for MaR are within the first
week of each even month.

We must receive your subscription before the 15th of an

Front cover drawing
Cartoons on pages 17,28
Drawing on pages 46
Photo, page 42,33
Morrow Liaison

Bob Johnson
Robert Johnson
Bob Johnson
Visionary Electronics
John Seamster
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EDITORIAL
by Sypko Andreae

MOR as a subscriber magazine

This is our first subscription issue. Ah, how
good to write to people who really do want MOR. Yes,
the readership is a much smaller group now, but we are
also a much more dedicated one. Subscriptions have
been coming in at a big handful each week. There must
be thousands of potential subscribers out there. Well,
MOR needs them all!

Thanks to all of you who sent in your
subscriptions early and to the 15 % of you who had
enough faith in MOR to subscribe for two years. We
dearly appreciate those of you who sent some extra
money wrapped in wonderful little notes of support.

Meanwhile the debate about Morrow Inc.'s support
rages on (see "Letters to the Editor"), and one wonders
if it will ever end. Why don't we declare it water
under the bridge and go on with our business of
supporting each other? There is so much that needs to
be done. ~by not spend our energies on our own
national support network?

Issue themes

From this point on, each issue of MOR will feature
a particular theme. As you notice, this issue's theme
is modems and communications software. We plan a
"Wordprocessing and writers' tools" issue for August.
The October issue will be all about business
applications and data bases.

We have never had any lack of articles by our
technically inclined readers, nor by the professional
writers among us. But why is it that we get so few
artic les from our business readers? Are they too busy?
From the questionnaire (MOR Vol. 1, #1, April 1984), we
know that small businesses are a large part of our
readership. We have received several requests for
business-related articles, but no one has written
anything. This is a users magazine so what you write
is what you get, so to speak. Hence this call to the
small business readers among us: Write for the October
issue!

The communications craze

All over the country, Electronic Bulletin Board
Systems (BBSs) are popping up like wildflowers.
Apparently the number of microcomputer owners getting
intE'rested in communication is on the rise. Pemaps
1985 should be called the Year of the Modem.

BAMDUA (Bay Area Micro Decision Users Associa tion)
has had a BBS since August 1984. Difficulties with the
software gave it a slow start, but when a better BBS
program was installed in December 1984, its use sha:rply
increased. Intended for BAMDUA members, this BBS soon
became popular with a large number of Morrow owners

outside the San Francisco Bay Area. At this point, it
counts 220 registered users who together make some 1000
calls each month to exchange electronic mail, check the
bulletin messages and swap public domain software.

It is interesting to watch the goings-on in those
BBSs. Everyone seems to be on their best behavior, and
there is an enormous willingness to help each other. It
is not uncommon to see a cry for help one day followed
by three offers of help the next. People seem to
sometimes go out of their way to render assistance. No
wonder BBSs grow so fast in popularity that they soon
burst at their seams.

Some experts contend that commercial electronic
mail systems like CompuServe, MCI and the like are
overloaded when they have more than 50 regular callers
per phone line. But BBSs--normally having only one
phone line--commonly have 200 to 400 registered
callers, which is why the popular ones are so hard to
get into.

Another limit in operating a BBS is disk space.
To serve so many callers you really need a hard-disk
system. At first, the BAMDUA BBS used an MD3 that,
with its fairly heavy use, required almost daily
tending to clean up the message files and archive the
contributed software when the floppies threatened to
overflow. Soon the BAMDUAns decided to convert to
hard-disk. .

The recently available Public Domain BBS software
is quite sophisticated. Some of it is beautifully
engineered, often shines in comparison to similar
software in the commercial E-Mail companies and is a
pleasure to use. But it is not so easy to install.
BAMDUA got its new BBS software adapted for hard disk
from Paul Bartholomew in Illinois. One weekend Steve
Wartofsky--a BAMDUA member--and I slaved away, trying
to get the new BAMDUA hard-disk based system up and
running. Soon enough we ran into snags and needed
help. We got it long distance from Paul. We'd find a
problem with one software component and contact Paul
who would make some changes and transmit the results to
us by modem. This went on all afternoon until we had
things working.

Even after we had called it a day, our genie Paul
would keep calling into the new system, testing this
and that, making adjustments here and there, leaving
little messages to us about what he had done, like a
long distance repairman. Paul is an example of that
breed of helpful geniuses who abound in the public
domain software world. They behave like angels and
almost seem to be in the same room when they're working
with you long distance. Why do they do it? I have
never gotten a straight answer from any of these
people. All Paul said was: "You know, here in Freeport,
Illinois nobody else knows about computers. II Must be
more to it than that.
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Produces These Reports & Documents:

A Complete System!
includes all four standard general accounting programs:

GENERAL LEDGER is completely integrated to automatically post
end-of-month transactions from A/R, AlP and Payroll. It prints 13 detailed
reports for the entire company, and optional Income Statements for up
to 99 departments. It produces up-to-the-minute comparative financial
statements with current, year-to-date, budget, and last year (month and
YTD ), showing both dollar amounts and percentages, and presents
everything you, your bookkeeper, and your accountant need to know about
the company. G/L automatically reconciles all accounts, and main
tains extensive, detailed audit trails showing the source of each G/L entry
for qUick, easy, tracing. Trial Balance includes all transactions. Flex
Ible Chart of Accounts. True double-entry bookkeeping. Master File
capacity: 400 Accounts. Monthly Transactions capacity: 1,000 with 200K
diskette; 3,500 with 500K diskette; 7,000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE provides Instant, on-line customer
account Information (both current and aged), with complete, timely
invoicing, including open-item (or balance forward) and statement
capabilities. It makes the entire billing process fast, easy, and ellicient.
It quickly identifies your overdue accounts, helps speed collections, helps
control your cash flow, and assists you in making better financial deci
sions. Both detailed and summary customer activity and aging reports
are instantly available • Preprinted forms available for invoices and
statements • Optional service type Invoice • Automatic finance
charge calculation • Detailed audit trail • Maintains comprehensive
customer data files • Produces 8 reports and documents • Includes
automatic periodic customer/client billing option which is ideal for service
businesses. Itemized monthly statements. Master File capacity: 400
Customers • Monthly Transactions capacity: 800 with 200K diskette;
3,500 with 500K diskette; 7,000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE maintains complete vendor/voucher
history and includes check-writing capabilities. Current and aged
payable reports are available upon command. It prepares an extremely
useful cash flow/cash requirements report that greatly improves
management control of your most valuable resource-cash! It prints
checks (on commercially available forms on which your company name,
address and logo can be Imprinted) with comprehensive check stubs
that your vendors will appreciate. Produces 11 reports and documents
• Automatic pay selection program allows payment by due date or by
discount date. Manual and automatic checkwrltlng • C,heck register
• Detailed audit trail • Itemized monthly transactions. Master File
capacity: 400 Vendors. Monthly Transactions capacity: 800 with 200K
diskette; 3,500 with SOOK diskette; 7,000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk.

PAYROLL is a complete, easy-to-use professional-quality payroll
system. Be the ollice hero each week when the checks come out on time!
This program calculates payroll for every type of employee (hourly,
salaried, and commissioned) and prints payroll checks (with popular,
comprehensive check stubs) with an absolute minimum of input. Your
company name and logo can appear on these, too.• Stores and reports
comprehensive employee and payroll information.• Maintains monthly,
quarterly, and yearly totals for reporting purposes in multiple states{!)
• Offers user-maintainable Federal, State, and local tax tables{!).•
W-2 printing • 941 Reporting • Produces 10 reports and documents
• Master File capacity: 400 employees. An outstanding Payroll package!

LETTERS ON FILE

NOW
NEARLY

10,000
USERS

Complete
Package of

Software,
Training Aids,
Manuals, and

Users' Newsletter

ONLY

$395

Read what Use~s say ...
"Two hours after receiving the Desktop Accountant I was
up and running live data, and generated an entire month's
work and financial statements the following day."

-J.C. Bartels, President
(accounting firm) Gonzales, Texas

, 'To get anything better we would have had to spend
multiple thousands of dollars. I think It's a dynamite
package for the money."

-Bob Cox, V.P. General Mgr.
(manUfacturing company) San Antonio. Texas

a FREE calendar year subscription to our
user's newsletter "Debits and Credits" plus
access to our optional telephone" Hot Line"
support service and our growing network of
Experienced User Consultants™. No other
Accounting System at this price offers you
so many features, benefits, and'valuable
extra services. You can pay more but you
can't buy more! Call for free literature or
order now with complete confidence.

Desktop Inventory Manager™
Comprehensive stand-alone Inventory Management
System for retail and wholesale businesses • Multi
location/multi-department applications • Quantity
capacity to 999,999,999.999 • Fractional units • In
quiry function uses partial item keys • Many reports
printed by department, location, or vendor and can
include entire data file or any subset • Produces 11
management reports • Tracks sales, receipts, returns
and reserves • Optional history records • Part Num
tiers can be any printable character • Complete audit
trail I PRICE: $295 I Not available in every format.

, , ... for several years the defacto standard for
microcomputer software, and still a good example

of some of the better thought-out
software on the market. " -Interface Age

Desktop Time & Billing simplifies the billing process,
prompts professionals to bill on time, reduces unbilled
work-in-process, measures and analyzes non-charge
able time, minimizes unreported time, provides objec
tive criteria to analyze staff performance, and reduces
manual and clerical effort. Integrates with Desktop
G/L. User defined billing format. Only $495. Not
available in every format.

For Lawyers, CPAs, other professionals ...

Desktop Time & Biliing™
Professional Time Billing & Management System

for Portable, Personal and Desktop Computers
Available for popular 8·bit and 16-bit microcomputer formats:

'. Other members of the Desktop Family:

Optional Telephone
Support $100

DesktOll AccountantM

FULL-FEATURf, FULLY-INTEGRA TED ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
Everything you need to keep the books ... at a price you can afford!
Your Bookkeeper, Accountant, and Banker will love you for installing this fine system!

Orders, "Questions, and Literature Requests CALL NOW, TOLL-FREE

'.".- 'Check these features': .

This time-tested,
interactive software
was originally
developed in 1975
for small-to-medium
sized businesses.
Since then it has
successfully proven
itself in well over
10,000 companies
in all 50 states and
in 13 foreign
countries. It is used
by hundreds of
bookkeepers,
accountants and
CPAs.
Order yours today.

This remarkably-valued Accounting System
will manage your company's business
records and automate your entire book
keeping process-from the posting of indi
vidual transactions to producing up-to-the
minute Income Statements, Balance SMets,
and other important management reports.
Desktop AccountantTM gives you a "Big
Company," professional image with pre
printed invoices, statements, and checks.
It is user-friendly, completely menu-driven,
offers system-prompted data entry, and is
compatible with both floppy and hard disks.
Feature-for-feature, and dollar-for-dollar it is
the best software value on the market! But
don't let the low price fool you. Desktop
AccountantTM is not a "cheap" accounting
system, only inexpensive. That's because
original development costs were recovered
years ago allowing us to sell an excellent
product in high volume at low prices and still
earn a fair profit. Included with your system
are complete source code in MBASIC and

Call for FREE LITERATURE, including sample reports • Available from your local dealer
or directly from us • Order today by Mail or Phone • Phone Orders Filled Promptly

General Ledger 1. Chart of Accounts 2. Chart of Accounts with summary dollar
amounts 3. Chart of Accounts with prior year comparisons 4. Daily Transactions Report
S. Itemized Monthly Transactions 6. Balance Sheet 7. Balance Sheet with prior year
comparison 8. Income Statement 9. Income Statement with prior year comparison
10. Departmental Income Statement(s) 11. Departmental Income Statement(s) with prior
year comparison 12. Detail report for individual accounts 13. Trial Balance Statement
Accounts Receivable 1. Daily Transactions Report 2. Invoices (with or without
preprinted forms) 3. Statements (with or without pre-printed forms) 4. Summary Aging
Report S. Detailed Aging Report 6. Itemized Monthly Transactions 7. Detailed Customer
Activity Report 8. Summary Customer Account Report 9. Customer Mailing Labels
Accounts Payable 1. Daily Voucher Report 2. Daily Credit Report 3. Checks
with Detailed stubs 4. Check Register 5. General Ledger Transfer Report 6. Cash
Requirements Report 7. Transaction Register 8. Open Voucher Report 9. Aged Payables
Report 10. Detailed Vendor Activity Report 11. Summary Vendor Account Report
12. Vendor Mailing Labels
Payroll 1. Federal Tax Tables 2. State Tax Tables 3. Payroll checks with stubs
4. Payroll Check Register 5. Monthly Payroll Summary 6. Quarterly Payroll Summary
7. General Ledger Transfer Report 8. Detailed Employee File Listing 9. Produces 941
Worksheet 10. Prints annual W-2 Forms 11. Employee Mailing Labels
System Requirements: CP/M'" with 64K RAM or PC-DOS (MS-DOS)
with 128K • Microsoft BASIC • Two disk drives or hard disk • 132column
wide carriage printer, or an 81/2 "x11" printer with compressed print mode
(an Epson MX-80 or similar printer).

rIRuShm~~~~atio~~sktoP!~----l
~me .

I Company :

I Address --------------------1
ICity--------- State-- Zip --II Phone --t

I Computer System ---------------1

•~ ··~l1itt'Jnft1.800.832.2244 PI::J~f:f;gon ~ ~ ROCKY MOUNTAIN
~ -...- In California call 1-800-732-2311 SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

• Specialists in Accounting Software
:;w~~n~rd?,~~;'!;:e !~t;on o~ ~~~:~e ~~~~!! a~~~~~;~ O~~I~~tn!~~2,~r ~~~~~~IP;!~~h~n' 4f~lr~?t!~J:. ~~~~o~ lor I
faster 2·day Rush Air Service· California residents add 6Vt% Sales Tax· Payment by VISA/MasterCard/COO/MO/Cashler'. Check· All Brand Names are mlnufac- L . . . J
turers' registered Trade Marks· Dealer Inquiries Invited· Specifications subject to change wlthoul nollce • Foreign orders please cln or wrtll belorl ordertng 1280-C Newell Avenue, SUite 1330, Walnut Creek, Caltforma 94596 '
©1983 Rocky Mountain Software Systems. _



BOOT'R UP. LOSE YOUR DATA

Dear Editor:

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

REINFORCED SINCERITY

Dear Editor:

I have already sent a check to enter my
subscription to MOR--although for the life of me, I
can't figure out why!! I have enjoyed receiving MOR,
but must admit that there is rarely a word that I can
understand in the whole darned thing.

I cannot believe I'm unique in this--there must
be other MD3 owners out there who purchased their
equipment without knowing a damned thing about
computers. Mine was a Christmas present, so that I
could more easily do my husband's business accounting-
can you imagine trying to put your books on the Quest
system without knowing anything beyond how to find the
"on" switches? Without the help of Bob Carlson at
Quest I'd be a certified lunatic by now. Can you also
imagine the feeling of having lost 9 months of sales
that you've just finished posting on the "red-eye"
special time (9 pm--midnight, after a work day
elsewhere)? Let me advise that nowhere in the
instruction book does it~ you cannot "rebootl'in the
middle of posting nor does it ~ you will lose your
program if you do!!! Talk about panic ... this would not
happen except a week before the year end and sales
taxes are due.

I have not attempted any of the rest of the
software so far--pure cowardice. But aren't there ANY
absolute novices like myself left? I'd like to ask
someone why the pages won't center (equal space, top
and bottom) and other idiotic questions. Does anyone
else in Sonoma County own an MD3? Interested in a
users group?

Adele Davis, Penngrove, CA

[We'll help you set one up, Adele. Call MaR Office.
--Ed.]

WHERE ELSE IS THERE?

Dear Editor:

Yes! Yes! I think you are taking the right
direction in going independent.

A friend called me the other day and again I was
in the computer room. During the telephone
conversation, Edwina asked, "Do you use the other rooms
in your house?" Naturally every time she has been over
we go into the computer room, and everytime she had
called I have been in the same place. If I am not
doing homework with the computer's help, then I am
trying to figure out more things about my computer and
the progra ms.

Dorthy L. Williams, Sacramento, CA

Congratula tions on your independenc e! The
separation from Morrow, Inc. will grea tly increase your
credibility. Most articles seem to praise Morrow
conditionally, but I believe it is sincere praise. I
feel the same way. For the amount I originally paid
for my MD3 one year ago it is hard to equal as much
computer reliability and program power (and the current
prices are $600 less). Nevertheless, the separation
should reinforce editorial sincerity. After all, it is
the Morrow OWNERS' Review.

Scott Shields, Houghton, MI

THE THREE-HOLE PUNCH

Dear Editor:

When MaR first started arrIVIng, we were so busy
with our business and in the middle of building a house
that we were only able to give a passing glance at the
issues and say wha t a grea t idea and save them to read
later. Now I have started reading them from cover to
cover as I can grab a few minutes to do so.

Ihave a suggestion: How about sending ~OR punched
for ~ three-hole binder so they can store together
easier? I was feeling somewhat panicked when I
couldn't find a back issue. So that's what I am doing
with mine now.

Mae Beth Stephenson, Longmont, CO

CROCODILE TEARS!

Dear Editor:

It would seem that the path of the editor of what,
up to now, has been a free publica tion is a tough one
to tread. I for one have been grateful to George
Morrow and to members of his staff for their
contributions of money and helpful articles to assist
in getting the Morrow Owners' Review underway.
However, almost from the outset there began appearing
letters about how you shouldn't sully your journalistic
purity by "cuddling up too closely with George Morrow"
(MOR, Vol. 1, No.3, August 1984, p. 5) and how you
must "take care to eliminate not only impropriety, but
also the appearance of impropriety" etc., etc. (Vol. 1,
No.4. October 1984, p. 6). I doubt that many of the
recipients of the publication were blind to the fact
tha t the Morrow company, in lending its aid to the
startup of MOR, was indulging in some public rela tions,
as well as providing information as something of a
substitute for the handholding that some purchasers
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seemed to expect. They were, since they were seemingly
unable to provide this and still have time to manu
facture and sell the machine at the bargain prices they
were asking.

Come now the cries of anguish and complaints of
abandonment {letters in MaR, Vol. 2, No.2, April 1985)
from a reader and a member of the editorial council
(who it seems to me ought to know better) now that MaR
has decided to go "pure" and become an independent,
paid-for, subscription-type magazine. Their sobs just
break my heart! It seems to me that said editorial
council member is crying before he's hurt very bad,
although the switch to 16-bit machines is probably in
the offing. In the meantime, he has had the use of a
very usable and reliable machine for some time. It
should continue to give good service for a long time to
come, with much good software available, although
admittedly there is a scarcity of new software being
written for CP/M and even less attention given in the
computer press to those programs being created.

There are few who surpass me in decrying the
overbearing influence of Big Blue with its zillion
dollar advertising budget for what I regard as a vastly
overpriced machine with what appears to be mediocre
capabilities, dollar-for-dollar. However, Morrow and
others will undoubtedly have to succumb to the
realities of IBM popularity and that of its clones,
unjustified though it may be, or be placed in a
position of tilting at windmills. In his appearance
before the Seattle users group, of which I am a member,
I gained the impression that George Morrow was not:
1) deceitful (as he has been accused of being by some),
2) behind the door when the brains were passed out, and
3) anxious to commit business suicide.

Lester O. Gallaher, Seattle, WA

A COMPUTER IS NOT A TOASTER

[The previous letter drew a response from Stan Ahalt:l

Dear Editor:

My name is Stan Ahalt, I am a member of the MaR
Editorial Council, and I JUST DON'T SEEM TO KNOW
BETTER! I bought one of the first MD2's off the
assembly line, and I "published" a small newsletter of
my own (out of my pocket) before I decided to join
forces with the rest of the MaR folks. In short, I feel
I am entitled to voice my complaints about Morrow.

Morrow apparently decided to support MaR in order
to minimize the amount of direct support that they were
providing. Fine. But now that MaR has gone "pure," is
Morrow offering to provide a heightened level of
support to all of the faithful buyers that enabled
Morrow to grow to the size that they are now? No.
Morrow is clearly going to concentrate all of its
corporate strength behind it's MS/DOS machines,
particularly the Pivot. (In fairness, I haven't been
able to discern the corporate position on the Tricep,

which I understand is an excellent machine.) From
Morrow's point of view, this is a sound, sensible
business decision. I agree with their decision. The
world has gone MS/DOS crazy, and that's what it takes
to sell computers.

The MD series is still a great bargain,
representing an excellent price/performance ratio. I
still recommend Morrows to friends and colleagues. But
tha t is not the point.

If you bought a new car for $4000, and next year
the company from which you bought the car decided to
deemphasize the car line and concentrate on pickups,
you would be justifiably distressed. Sure, the car was
a bargain but where will you get parts? Will there be
any dealers who could repair the car, or even have the
ability to change the shock absorbers? You didn't buy
the car thinking that it would only be used until it
broke down the first time, and then be discarded.

I maintain that this is the situation we are now
in, or will be in if we don't make our discomfort clear
to Morrow. Not only are computers complex machines to
repair, they can be complex to operate. In general, I
want any computer company to recognize that they are,
in most cases, selling a product that represents a very
large capital outlay for the buyer and that it will
require long term support and maintenance. To be
honest, I am an Electrical Engineer, and I'm not
worried since I can (I hope) fix anything that goes
wrong with my MD2. But most MD purchasers are novices,
and I am worried for them. I don't want computers to
get a bad name.

I do not think that George Morrow is deceitful,
stupid, or suicidal.' Actually, I think he is one of the
founders of the computer revolution, and I have always
felt that he is one of the good-guys! I do believe that
good business practices dictate long term support for
any product that costs more than a toaster. And a
computer is not a toaster. If MOR dies, a t least part
of the blame can be attatched to Morrow. The financial
break between MOR and Morrow was abrupt and could have
been handled with more business acumen.

Stan Ahalt, Clemson, NC

THE SECRET PROGRAMMERS UTrnTY DISK

Dear Editor:

I have an MD2. I tried the "automatic log on to
B:" customization in the article on "Wordstar Emergency
Treatment." It was somewhat disconcerting when I
punched up "DDT" on the CP/M disk and got a "?" in
response. I went to the manual to find out if "DDT"
really existed outside of toxic waste dumps: it did.
Next I dug out my distribution diskette to see if there
was a way DDT could have gotten left off when the
working copy was made. Dead end. But I did notice a
diskette I'd never noticed before called "programmers
utility disk" (my dealer had made the working copies
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for me). I stuck it in drive B and punched up a "DIR"
command. Sure enough, there was DDT, along with a
bunch of other stuff. I figured out that there just
wasn't enough room on the single sided CP/M Disk for
all those programs. I got "automatic B:" to work, but
I searched in vain through the CP/M manual and the
"Micro Decision User's Guide" for any reference to this
"programmers utility disk." Its not mentioned on the
"making working diskettes" part of the micro menus
either. I wonder how many other M.O.'s (Morrow Owners)
out there dutifully tried to follow the article's
directions only to find that someone hadn't told them
all the rules of the game.

Karl Bermann, Hampton, VA

SAVED BY MOR

Dear Editor:

Just a note to express thanks for your efforts. I
just finished saving a long text file which was headed
for the bit bucket. By quickly grabbing my copy of MOR
Vol. 1, #5, (December 1984) and following the "Wordstar
Emergency Treatment," stage three. I was able to save
short months ago I couldn't even spell DDT.

Pete Romfh, Aurora, CO

* * *Dear Dana:

Here's 18 bucks gladly spent. Tell Sypko he's the
Mother Theresa of the CP/M world.

Christopher Hunt, San Francisco, CA

[QUICK! Where is my Habit! Bless you, Chris... --Ed.]

WATCH THAT NUMBER

Dear F.di tor:

You and your associates have done a great job on
MOR, both in building a fine, much-needed magazine for
us and in lining up advertisers. Since its premiere
issue, there has been a great increase in original
(non-BAMDUA) articles that would surely be of interest
to a large portion of individual Morrow owners. And
the increase in ads, besides footing the bill, is a
genuine service to us all in showing us what is
available for the Morrow.

However (always the qualifier), let me suggest the
importance of keeping a close eye on the total pages of
editorial content. I realize the need of keeping costs
down, but the drop from 56 pages in Vol. 1, #5 to 40
pages in Vol. 2, #1 was much too sharp.

Wendell Wood. San Jose, CA

[Your point is well taken. We had no choice though.
The 40-page February 1985 issue was part of a support
agreement with Morrow, subsequently withdrawn. In

April we did not have the money to print more than 40
pages. Now we are back to 48 pages again. --Ed.]

FOR THE LIKES OF MOR

Dear Editor:

Thank you for a terrific and useful magazine!!!
Keep up the good work.

I like:

* different color covers each month
* your close association with Morrow
* articles that help me use my MD3 and application

software
* reviews of books and software as they relate to

the MD3
* patches for WordStar and LogiCalc

R.W. Hahn, Victoria, B.C., Canada

MaR TO THE BllLABONG

Dear F.ditor:

I have now received from the local Morrow agents
in Australia copies of the first two issues of the MOR.
I note with some dismay the implication that regular
distribution of this journal may not proceed outside of
the US. This would be a considerable disappointment to
the many Morrow owners over here and particularly to
those here in Canberra.

R.J.H Deane, Chapman, Australia

[No need to be disappointed! MOR is mailed worldwide.
All you need to do is subscribe. Please spread the
word DownUnder. --Ed.]

AP-PARENT RESPONSE

Dear Editor:

The article on Pn.oT programs for children by Art
Kazmerczak was excellent, and an excellent example of
the sort of thing I hope to find in MOR. It filled a
gap--there is not too much information about the
application of the Morrow to education--without
appealing to the computer owners' susceptibility to
technical and commercial consumerism.

Josh Kaplan, South Bend, IN

[I quite agree with you. We get a good number of
letters and calls asking about educational software.
And judging by the number of responses we got to the
article, apparently it's hard to come by. We intend to
publish more in this area, and if there are others out
there writing programs for children, write an article
for MOR! --Ed.]
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MODEMS: WHAT'S ALL THE FUSS ABOUT?
by Sypko Andreae

Every comer of a culture tends to develop its own
jargon. The computer culture is no exception as we all
know painfully well. The same of course is true for the
modem sub-culture. This article introduces the theme
articles in this issue by giving a little background on
modems and communications software and explaining some
of the terms used frequently.

COMPUTER..Il.-n- MODEM ~

COMPUTER JL.J"L MODEM I----

What is a modem? It is a device that allows you
to connectyOUr computer to the telephone line. Why
would you want to do that? Well, then you can use the
telephone system as a communication device between your
computer and another computer. That communication can
be very useful and is often a lor.d of fun. How does ~
modem work? It changes the electrical--CUp!down)
signals on your serial port into audio-frequency
(high/low) signals. You see, the phone system was made
to transmit voice. Modems have a "voice" too. It is a
high pitched tone, called the carrier.

What does FUlL DUPLEX mean? A full duplex system
can transmit information in both directions at the same
time. When you talk on the phone you can listen at the
same time. While it may be a little confusing, you can
do it. Modems put this full duplex capability to good
use by a strategy called handshaking. This is a way for
two communicating devices to stay in touch and decide
how to go about their communication business, so they
don't get ahead of each other. Computer hardware and
communications software use handshaking too. (See
Protocol below.) A LED is a Light Emitting Diode,
often used as signal lights on modems. A Null modem is
not a modem at all but a cable to connect your modem
properly to your serial port.

Modems opera te with certain speeds measured in
baud rates. 300 baud means that information gets
transferred at about 30 characters per second. 1200
baud is four times as fast. Both of these speeds are
common for modems. Your terminal communicates with
your computer at 9600 baud, and your (serial) printer
may be running at 19200 baud. When you're used to the
9600 baud rate of your computer terminal port, the 300
baud modem can seem agonizingly slow. A 1200 baud
modem is an enormous improvement but is a lot more
expensive.

Modems come in "smart" and "dumb" and cost
accordingly. A smart modem generally has at least two
functions that a dumb modem does not have: It can
answer the phone for yoU1iUtO-answer) and it can dial
a phone number (auto-dial) under the guidance of your
communications software. That is really convenient if
you use a modem a lot, but you pay for that
convenience. Dumb modems are fine as long as you are
willing to do your own dialing when you want to connect
to another computer and if you don't care whether or
not your modem is capable of answering incoming modem
calls.

A smart modem and a computer communicate
with each other using what are called a command and
status codes. For instance, you could enter a command
code to the modem for a function such as "Dial that
number," and the modem--after trying that number--might
respond with a status code that means "Hey, they're
busy." The communication program in your computer can
then contemplate its next move. The command/status
codes used by modems made by Hayes, Inc. have become an
industry standard, and non-Hayes brand modems that use
the same code are called Ha~es-compatible. There are
many other modems around t at use different codes, the
Morrow MM300 modem being one of them.

What specifically can you do with ~ modem? You
can call a friend who also has a modem, "chat" with
each other using your keyboards, or exchange files.
You can call any of the commercially available
information databases or E-Mail (Electronic Mail)
systems, like MCl or CompuServe, to send your mail in a
fast and inexpensive way. Or you can call anyone of
the more than 2000 Computerized Bulletin Board Systems
(CBBS's) that are available in the country today.

Access to CBBS's is generally free of charge, but
you pay your own phone bill, of course. Many CBBS's
double as Remote CP/M systems (RCP/M's). You can
operate an RCP/M remotely from the privacy of your home
computer as if you were operating your own, within
certain limitations. CBBS and RCP/M systems are
operated by a SYSOP or Systems operator, who decides
who gets access to the system and to what extent, keeps
an eye out to make sure the system is used properly,
and keeps the system up to date. Get to know him.

An RCP/M allows you to acquire Public Domain
(free) software by means of a process called
downloading, whereby you transfer text or program files
from the RCP/M computer to your computer to be stored
on your disk. A note of warning: Even though you can
download a PC-DOS program successfully, do not expect
it to run on your Morrow. However, most CP/M programs
downloaded from and written for non-Morrow computers
will run on your machine. Many RCP/Ms allow you to
upload software or text files, meaning you can send
files to the RCP/M.
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To communicate with the outside world on your
modem you need modem or communications software. The
most famous public domain modem program is MODEM7 of
which there are a thousand versions today. To read up
on it, get a back issue of User's Guide, No. 11/12 and
read their excellent tutorial "Using Modem7." One
recent version of Modem7 is called MDM740 which can be
adapted to many different computers by using overlay
files. The documentation describes how you overlay an
unmodified copy of MDM740 with a file containing
specifications for your particular computer.

The two major operating modes of this modem
program are Terminal Mode and File Transfer Mode. In
Terminal Mode, you can chat with your friend or give
CP/M commands to the RCP/M. In terminal mode you can
also capture what you see on the screen, whether you
typed it or it was sent to you via the modem. The
captured information can then be stored in a file for
later perusal. That is really handy when you want to
collect your stack of mail and pile of public messages
from some fascinating but distant CBBS, because it cuts
down on your long distance phone bill.

File Transfer Mode is for downloading and
uploading files. In this mode, you can transfer text
files or program (binary) files--or any old file,
really (love letters, new ideas, etc.). In Modem7 (and
its thousand relatives), what is called an error
checking Protocol is used to make that happen. One of
the much-sung heros of the public domain software
world, Ward Christensen of Chicago, pioneered the
Modem7/Xmodem protocol for file transfer. It uses a
strategem called Handshaking and one of two common
error checking schemes. One is called Checksum--an
nearly obsolete method--and the other is called Cyclic
Reduncy Check or CRC, a much superior way to find
transmission errors.

The whole protocol works something like the
following. (MD is your Modem7 program, RC is the RCP/M
on the other end.) MD: "Send me that file." RC: "Sure;
are you ready?" MD: "No I'm not...No I'm not...Yes, now
I am! Send me your first block of 128 bytes." RC: "Ok,
here it comes: Plllllllllllln-zap. Did you get it
okay?" MD: "Let's see now--(error checking)--Yah,
fine. Get me the next block." RC: "OK, here it comes:
Prullllll zap. Did you get it OK?" MC: "Let's see
now... No, darn it! There is an error in it! Send it
again, please." RC: "Sure thing, here it comes again."

And so they carry on until all the work is done.
Neat, eh? And you don't have to do anything but watch
the process. If you want to convince yourself that all
this error checking and correcting really works, then
transfer a file to someone, pick up a phone set hooked
up parallel to your modem and whistle in it loudly.
Your whistle will interfere with the carner tones of
the modems and raise havoc. You can watch your
communication program struggle to maintain the
integrety of the data. It just won't give up--the
whole process just slows down a bit.

This "talking" back and forth is one example of
handshaking in which communications technology
abounds--on more levels then you care to know about.
Communications software (and hardware) is really quite
complicated but also sophistica ted in a way that makes
the whole intricate process transparent to you. You
just operate your MDM740 program on a simple level just
like you drive a car, or use any well-behaved tool.
Just the way you want a tool to be. So don't be afraid
to get involved with modems and modem software. The
champions among the designers of all this stuff have
done a remarkably good job with you in mind. Relax,
enjoy and reap the rewards. n

II erial Port Communications,lI
#1, p. 28, April 1984.

e 'La-Tech Electronics' RS-232 switch
x," MaR Vol. 1, #1, p. 29, April 1984.

ut Serial Communications,lI MaR Vol. 1,
#2, p. 42, June 1984.

ow to Modify Output Ports," MaR Vol.
#4, p. 44, October 1984.

he Morrow Toolbox," MaR Vo1.2, #2,
p. 35, April 1985
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MM300 MODEMS AND COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
by I. I. Butler

In February, 1985, I attended a BAMDUA meeting and
stopped in at the modem special interest group. During
the discussion, I discovered considerable confusion
about moderns and available communications software.
Later the picture became clear as I talked with a
number of users and the manufacturers of the software
and hardware that comprise the Morrow MM300 modem
system. There were some aspects of the way Morrow
presented the MM300 that confused users and dealers and
discouraged them from getting involved. However, the
current choices the user has in purchasing the MM300
have become attractive again. I hope this article will
clear things up for users considering such a purchase.

First, you should understand the basics of legal
interface, command/status codes and baud rates.

The Basics of Interfacing

The standard for moderns in the U.S. is Bell 103
(zero to 300 baud) and Bell 212A (1200 baud, also con-

,taining the zero to 103 standard). This standard is a
specification of what frequencies are used and how they
are modulated to effect communications by telephone.
It is not illegal to use these Bell specifica tions in
Canada, but telephone devices used there must be
registered with a government agency, much like FCC
registration for telephone equipment here. Many U.S.
moderns are not registered, so users there should check
with a local dealer and/or their phone company. There
is a different standard in Europe.

The points to remember are: 1) modems made for
the U.S. market are not legal for use all over the
world; 2) you will not be able to communicate from the
U.S. with a modern legal here to someone in a foreign
country other than Canada with a modem legal there,
because the frequencies of the legal systems are
different, without the use of some system to translate;
3) if you take a U.S. modern to a foreign country, it
may work to communica te back to the U.S., but it may be
illegal to use it, and it may also be illegal to
connect any device to a phone line yourself.

The command/status codes used with the Hayes brand
"smart" modems have become a de facto standard with
respect to user-program interface:- These codes deter
mine what happens when you strike what keys. Most
telecommunications software, whether commercial or
public domain, is made to use those codes. When other
makers of moderns say they are "Hayes-compatible," what
they really mean is that at least to some extent their
moderns will work with the same software that works with
the Hayes brand. (Not all features will necessarily
work.)

There are still plenty of moderns and programs that
are not Hayes-compatible. Among others, Apple, DEC and
Novation have offered telecommunications hardware and

software that use different codes. Any brand of modern
with software compatible with that modern using any
codes can communicate with any other modem using the
same or different codes, if they both can communicat'e
at the same baud rate and they both use Bell standards.
The difference is how they are put into communication
mode.

All moderns run at a speed measured in "baud"
rates. The standard speeds (until the recently
introduced very high-speed models) are 300 baud and
1200 baud, using the Bell standards. Generally
speaking, the higher the speed, the higher the cost of
purchase but the lower the cost of operation, both in
telephone billing time and in computer-service billing
time. 1200 baud runs four times faster than 300 baud,
but computer services often bill somewhat higher for
1200 baud service. Also, whether a computer service
bills for on-line sign-on and editing time depends on
the type of service offered and the way its management
has chosen to bill it. The point is: with somewhat
higher billing rates for faster service and sometimes
billing for on-line human response time, 1200 baud is
still cheaper to operate, but not a full four-times
cheaper.

The MM300 Modern

The history ,Of the Morrow MM300 modern is that
Morrow sought a vendor for a 300-baud modern, who could
supply a quality, low-cost product in large volume.
They ended up contracting with the Knights Division of
CTS Corp. in Illinois to supply a modern meeting Morrow
specifications, which later came to be called the
MM300. Morrow also contracted with Applied Computer
Techniques of San Rafael, California, to supply its
excellent ReachOut (TM) software. In the interests of
keeping their costs down, they chose a version of
ReachOut which does not have auto-answer/host
capabilities, even though the modern could support it.
That is how this ReachOut version wound up being
bundled with the Morrow machine with less than all of
the features of its standard commercial package. The
unit retail price for the modern/software package was
approximately $300.

When the modern package was offered for sale, it
was never well-explained to Morrow users--neither by
Morrow. Inc. in the Micro Decision User's Guide nor by
its dealers--that the MM300 modern is non-standard both
as to the command/status codes, and also as to the way
it obtains its power. Both variances from standards
have practical consequences to the users.

The technical explanation is: Having non-standard
command/status codes means the modem does not use the
same codes as Hayes. Thus, it will not won automat
ically with most public-domain software, nor with over-
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the-counter commercial software other than ReachOut,
without special modification to take account of the
different codes. It also means that the version of
ReachOut supplied with the Morrow modem, which can be
installed only for Morrow Micro Decision computers,
will not work on other brands of computers or with
other modems.

In the case of the power supply, the modem does
not plug directly into a normal wall A/C outlet, nor is
it supplied with an external transformer to plug into
an A/C outlet as almost all other modems are. Instead,
it gets its power from the serial connector marked
"PRINTER/MODEM" on the back of the Morrow MD2 and MD3
computers (starting with Rev. 2). This approach re
duced the cost of the modem, but it also runs the risk
of having the modem become electrically damaged if it
is plugged into or disconnected from the computer when
the computer is on.

From a practical viewpoint, if you have a cen
tronics parallel printer, there is no reason to plug
and unplug the modem, because the printer and modem use
different ports. If you have a serial printer, you
must unplug the printer to plug in the modem and vice
versa, or use a switching device, but computer power
must be turned off. Most inexpensive switching devices
may have the same effect as plugging and unplugging the
modem. There exist special kinds of switches (known as
"make-before-break") that allow you to switch with the
computer power left on, but they are neither cheap nor
common. The non-standard approach to powering the
modem also means the MM300 will not work on non-Morrow
computers without an external power source and, in some
cases, some rather sophisticated knowledge about pin
configuration and construction of a specially
configured connecting cable, which is not recommended
for amateurs.

In other words, disregarding all technical jargon,
the net practical effect is: the version of ReachOut
supplied by Morrow works only with the MM300 modem; the
MM300 as supplied works only with Morrow computers; and
you must be aware of the potential of damaging the
modem and how to avoid it.

In addition, Morrow made some other choices which
have been criticized. First, they chose to sell the
package at a price which, although it was generally
competitive, recovered a large multiplier of their
costs--an approach which at least some people feel is
justified only for products for which the seller incurs
engineering, development and plant costs. Second, they
supplied the modem to dealers at a wholesale discount
no different than the discount on complete computer
systems. This is less than the margin dealers usually
get for other brands of moderns, software and add-on
accessories. Needless to say, given the low profit and
very real disabilities of a non-standard, Morrow
specific modern, the dealers did not buy or sell a lot
of modems.

Now let me make one thing absolutely clear: These
are all matters of choice, and these are valid choices,
which any seller of computers might make (and similar
to choices that other sellers have made). The only

problem is tha t the consumer was not informed of the
practical consequences of those choices nor given the
opportunity to make an informed choice as to whether
the MM300 package was what he or she wanted.

Something else--other than lack of dealer interest
and incomplete information to consumers about the
MM300--also may have discouraged modem ownership
among Morrow owners. The instructions in the Morrow
User's Guide (at least as recently as the 1983 publi
cation date, which was still being packaged with
computers in early 1984) said nothing about the MM300
modem at all. It explained only that the user must
change jumpers inside the computer to connect any modem
(which was erroneous as to the MM300), and then the
serial port would not work for printers. Later, the
preliminary Micro Decision Questions and Answers Book
indicated that one could buy or make a "null modem
cable," but didn't give any indication of how to get
one or how to make one without becoming an amateur
electronics technician.

The simple truth is that serially-connected moderns
and serially-connected printers may use the same kinds
of male and female connectors, but they receive data
from different pins in those connectors. This is not a
problem peculiar to Morrow. However, if you had not
yet bought a modern, you were left to figure out for
yourself the fact that null modem cables are reasonably
common pieces of hardware, readily available at
discount, and also that the MM300 modem is wired to
plug directly into the serial connector without having
to change jumpers. What probably happened is that
incomplete information gave a false impression that
users had to deal with technically complicated do-it
yourself operations, and that may have turned many
users off the idea of modems with the Morrow.

CTS MM300 Offer

In any case, MM300 modems did not sell at all
well, and Morrow stopped offering them. After some
renegotia tion between CTS and Morrow, CTS decided to
dispose of unsold modems itself, including some it took
back from Morrow, some it had on hand, and others it
was able to make from parts on hand or ordered. In
order to encourage quick disposal, they are selling
them for a price close to their costs. These are
packaged with MITE (TM) instead of ReachOut and are now
selling for $99.95, plus $6 for shipping and handling,
a total of $105.

This modern works with nothing else needed on all
machines designated as "Micro Decision Rev. 2," which
are MD2's and 3's with a Revision 2 circuit board. You
need the optional power supply for $30 only if you have
a Rev. 1 MD2 or MD3. Rev. 1 MD2's are common, Rev. 1
MD3's are rare. Or you can do the do-it-yourself
opening of the computer innards and soldering described
in "The Morrow Toolbox" by David Mintie in Vol. 2, #2
(April 1985) of the Morrow Owners' Review. This modem
also works on MD5's, 11's and 16's but does not work as
supplied with the Morrow Decision I.

The current CTS MM300 offer is a terrific deal by
itself. There are darn few places you can get a
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"smart" modem with auto-dial and auto-answer and com
munications software that works for this price. Com
pare the $60-70 cost of something like a Volksmodem
(TM), maybe $12 for a cable ($5 if you make it), and $5
for a public domain software disk. For about $20 more
you can have a "smart" modem, with commercial
software.

Morrow rettlnls with modems.

Morrow recently announced that it is once again
selling--through its dealers--MM300 moderns with the
same version of ReachOut originally supplied. The
price is significantly lower than the original package.
In addition, it is bundled with MICRO ezLNK communi
cations software (see ad in MOR Vol. 2, #2, April 1985,
page 29), useful for users of Westetn Union's EasyLink
network. The cost is the same to all dealers, but the
dealers have a choice on how to price it, so check with
several to determine the lowest price.

What Software to Use

MITE software works, and you will find people who
use it and like it. It has received many favorable re
views by independent publica tions. It is considered
more user-friendly than many other telecommunications
programs, but less so than ReachOut. It has a large
user base. It is periodically upgraded at reasonable
prices, but less frequently than ReachOut. It has some
features that are considered technically desirable for
those who need and know how to make use of them (e.g.,
the number of binary file transfer protocol options).
As provided with the CTS MM300 modem, MITE supports
auto-answer, which the Morrow dealer version of
ReachOut does not.

CTS Knights Division reports that the version of
MITE provided with the MM300 direct from CTS is not
limited to that modem. It will work with any modem, so
long as that modem can be connected to the Morrow
serial port with a cable compatible with both the port
and the modem, i.e., the null modem cable described in
the preliminary Micro Decision Questions and Answers
Book. Hayes is a menu choice. Therefore, the software
will remain useful if you buy the MM300 now but a more
expensive modem later.

Before I comment on MITE and ReachOut, I'd like to
clarify that this article is not a comprehensive
software review. I am not an expert, just someone
passing along information. MITE has been reviewed
extensively in commercial publica tions. ReachOut has
had two rave reviews in the Morrow Owners' Review (Vol.
1, #2, June 1984 and Vo~3, August 1984). It
appears from the reviews that MITE is broadly used and
well liked, but the newer ReachOut has a greater number
of features and the ability to execute certain command
sequences with a minimum number of keystrokes. Applied
Computer Techniques says it is significant that the
1983 MITE manual being shipped with version 2.7 as
recently as January, 1985, said, "none of the 'auto
login' features of currently available programs will
work on all systems or even every time on a given
system." In contrast, Applied Computer Techniques
guarantees that ReachOut's automatic log-in will work.

Applied Computer Techniques also sells direct to
Morrow users. From them, you can get anyone of the
following packages at the following prices:

1. For either $50 + Morrow registration, or $65 +
trade-in of MITE disk and manual, you canget the
latest ReachOut that works with the MM300 modem
only, including both auto-answer/host capabili
ties, and also a new printer buffer that allows
the use of printers a t any speed and eliminates
excessive line feeds and form ejects. In other
words, if you buy the MM300 now fronl CTS for $105,
plus ReachOut now for the trade-in price of $65,
you get something better than the original MM300
package with softwaloe for slightly more than half
the original price. If you already bought the
MM300 under the Morrow label, this same deal is
also available without requiring a trade-in, at a
slightly lower price. ReachOut has changed enough
over the past year that it comes with a supplement
to the Morrow manual for those who bought from
Morrow, and a revised manual for those who bought
from CTS. The difference in price represents the
true cost difference, including administrative
overhead, between updating an existing manual and
shipping the product with a new 200-page manual.

2. For $125, you can get the standard ReachOut
with auto-answer/ host capabilities and printer
buffer that works with all serial modems (not just
Hayes-compatible) except the ~M300 modem. The
only thing lacking is installation capability for
computers other than Morrow Micro Decisions. This
is for persons with Morrow Micro Decision compu
ters and most moderns.

3. For $199, you can get the same software as the
$125 version, but it installs for any 8-bit CP/M
operated computer.

Before leaving the subject of software, I'd like
to say something about public domain software. It is
common to meet someone a t a user's group who will tell
you that it is all you need. Don't let anyone tell you
the public domain software is all that easy to leatn.
(Have you ever noticed that the people saying this
usually have been telecommunicating for at least a year
and, if pressed, admit they have spent days or weeks
leatning the software and related programming?) You
get no manual and no number to call for help. On the
other hand, people have done it and are satisfied with
it.

Your Choices

So, what are your choices?

If you already bought a Morrow MM300 modem with
ReachOut, you have an operable modem with excellent
software, and there is capability to upgrade to a newer
version of the software with more features. The fact
that you paid more when you bought the modem package
than what it costs now is just one of those things tha t
happens in computer economics. (Your model of computer
is also probably cheaper and better today than it used
to be.)

(continued)
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If you have already bought a Hayes or Hayes
compatible modem, you can acquire public-domain
software free (except for the disk-reproduction and
mailing charges). You can also buy ReachOut at $125 or
$199, depending upon whether you want it in a version
installable by menu for Morrow only or in a version
installable by menu for any 8-bit CP/M computer. You
can buy any other software you want.

If you own no modern and want to go as cheaply as
possible, you can buy a dumb modem (which does not dial
and does not answer) at a discount store, and learn the
{almost-)free public domain software. You will need a
null modem cable for most of these modems. Total cost
$85-$95.

A step above that, and the choice I would recom
mend for most users, is an MM300 either through a
Morrow dealer or direct by mail from CTS. The choice
of which way to buy depends on two things. First, if
all you want is a smart modern with software at the
lowest price, the CTS offer is probably the cheapest,
and you can still buy ReachOut at some later date if
you are unhappy with MITE. However, if you can live
with the fact that the MM300 version of ReachOut is
limited by being specific to the Morrow Micro De
cision/MM300, the MM300 with the new version of

ReachOut is probably your "best buy." The arithmetic
should be simple: If Morrow dealer price + $50 is less
than or equal to CTS price ($105 or $135 with power
source) + $65, buy from your Morrow dealer. If it is
more, buy from CTS. Either way, the total cost is
still less than the original MM300 package and priced
competitively to the market.

For those who must have 1200-baud modems, I have
heard that dumb versions are available as low as about
$170 and smart versions as low as about $325 for Hayes
compatibles and even as low as $199 for non-compati
bles.

I hope this article has given most readers enough
information to make a choice now and start tele
communicating.

(This article was not originated or sponsored by
CTS Knights Division, Applied Computer Techniques or
Morrow Inc. It was sent to them in draft form for
their comments, and many but not all comments received
are now reflected. Mycroft Labs, Inc. of Florida, the
company that markets MITE, was not contacted.)
[Copyright ® 1985, I. I. Butler. For one-time first
serial N. America use by Morrow Owners' Review. All
rights reserved.] n --- -------
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Micro Cornucopia
The Single Board Systems Journal

•(503) 382~8048

P.O. Box 223
Bend, OR 97709

MICRO
CORNUCOPIA

Micro Cornucopia is drawing rave
reviews as the technical journal
with style, but Micro C. as we like
to call it, is more than just a
magazine.

Micro C is also a central exchange
of software that people have writ
ten or modified for their systems
and from these contributions we
have put together the following
Morrow disks 1186K format).

Morro\l\/ Users Disks
51200 each

The following are full disks of software assembled specifically for the Morrow.
Each program has a .DOC (documentation) fill' and many come with source. _.

MORROW USERS DISKS

Morrow Disk M 1
Modem software

This disk is "hsolulely pricd,'ss if you will h"
using a modem to (ommunicatt' with hullerin
hoards. other micros or m:linframl's.
MMODEM: Morrowv""ionofMODEM 79';.
Vou can (han~l'your haud raft" inside the progrnm.
In(luJt:s source and lihrarv so you (an clIs(omi:e
il if you wish.
SMODEM: This is MODEM7 selur for SMART·
MODEM comr"lihl,' mod,'ms. H"ndl,'s "ulodial
and aU(OanswrT.
SQ/USQ: Programs to SqlllT:'" and lIn~qlll'l':l'

files for f"sl,'r lronsf,'r.

Morrow Disk M2
Utilities

Re"lIv oodl,'s of sriffy lillie ("nd hi~) rro~rams10
hdr vou ~"I full u,,' of vour Morrow.
ZESOURCE.COM: A Illll' Zilo~ fnrm"1
dis"s,,'mhler for ~(1~(1 "ne! Z~(1 ohjl'rI( .COM)
files. Now you r"n lurn .COM fiI"s into. MAC
files.
UNERA.COM: Simrly ,'nt,'r "UNERA"
followed hv Ihe nome of Ih,' fil" you jusIl'ro,,·d
"nd rreslo, Ihe er"sed file is hack' A lifl's"v\'!.
FINDBD54.COM: Ch,'rks"n ,'ntirl' disk,
rer0rts hod ,,'ClOrs, "nd Ihen cll'"ll'S" Sp,'ci"1 fiI"
containin~ those Sl·ctors. You Sa\'l' a hllndle on
disks.
CAT2: This a ~rour of rrogr"ms which rre"le
"nd m"inl"in" sin~ledirerlory of "1IIh,' rro~ram,
you hove on "II your disks. Even ke,'ps IrHk of
whirh rrograms ore h"rk ..d ur "nd which "rl'n'r.
DUMPX, DU·77, COMPARE, FORMFEED,
DIR·DUMP, ... "nd "II how documenwtion on
disk.

Morrow Disk M3
Games

PACMAN.COM: Desrite Ihl' Morrow's lock
of grarhics. Ihis one looks "nd r'"Ys "m":in~ly
like Ihe r,,"1 Ihin~' Keer i' hidden.
ZCHESS.COM: Chess wilh " \·6 level look
ahead.
OTHELLO.COM: You le"rn i' in minules.
master it in years,
BIO.COM: Generoles cusrom ~'T"rhichiorhYlhm.
MM.COM: M"sler Mind.
WUMPUS.COM: CI"ssic wumrus huntin~.

ADVENTURE.COM: This is Ihe f"mous ';5(1
roinl surer version of Adwntml'. There isn',
room on one disk for Ihis rro~r"m "nd alllh,' dat"
files (Ihe cave is huge) so Ihe dal" files are on Disk
M4.

Morrow Disk M4
Adventure Data & Aliens

ADVT.DAT: This disk wnt"in' Ih,' dala fil,·,
for Ih,' ';';(1 roinl AdwntUll' (lh,·lal"Sl. ~r,·al,·'t.

mo,1 cus,,'d w"ion ,'wr d,'\·i,,·d hv half·mortals )
You musl h"w hOlh Ml and M4 hI rlav A,I·
\',,'ntUrl',
ALIENS: ThIS is Ih,· ~an1l' Ihal ma,I,· arca,I,·,
fanHHls. Kl'l'r this nnl' hit..idl·n from thlo nHU\~l'r

Sl't or you won't ~t:t to pia\' Ad\'l'ntllTl'.

Morrow Disk M5
MX·80 Graphics

A nlmrlel" Erson MX·H(1 ~rorhirs rrint,'r rack.'
"~e indudin~ examrl,' fiI.,s. Same as M6 "xn'I'1
for MX·H(1 (or wmrmihll'l rrinlers

Morrow Disk M6
Prowriter Graphics

This is a romrl"I" Prowril,'r rrinter ~r"rhi(S
r"ck"ge writll'n hv Ihe some Mkro C suh"ril-\'!
who wrole Ihe MX·H(1 ~rarhics racb~e. Piol
roinls. lin,'s. drd,'s. hOXl'S. "n,1 mort'. Examrl,'s.
d'Kumentatinn. and nl,)rl~.

Morrow Disk M7
Small C Version 2 ComJ!i1er

This is" ~re"r1v eXlended version 01 Ron Cain's
Sm"1I C comril,'r. Version 2 has more exrressions
"nd lar~,'r lihrary. Irue suhset of Unix C. Oisk
ronlains rompil,'r, docunll'nt"lion. "nd lihr"rv
-"wrYlhin~ you ne,'d,

Morrow Disk M8
Small C Version 2 Source

This disk wnl"ins Ihe source(wrillen in Sm"1I C)
of Ihe Small C version 2 comriler. Gel MR if Y'ou
want lO lrV eXlending Ihe comriler. (You must
hove M7.)

Morrow Disk M9
lCPR

ZCPR: The hig news on ,his disk is Ihe self·
ins,"lIing version ZCPR av"i1ahle only from Micro
C. Once you hove ZCPR in yom CP/M. you'll
never go hock '0 slraight CP/M! For inSl"nCe,
ZCPR searches drive A for any rrogram nol
found on drive B, so, even "n emrty disk in drive
B arre"rs 10 contain every rrogram on A. It's
gre"t for text editors, comrilers, etc. Plus many
more new features lO m"ke CP/M easier to live
wilh. In f"cl. Oigilal Rese"rch incorrOr"led m"ny
features ofZCPR into CP/M 3.(1.
EXI4: a surer rerl"Cemenl for SUBMIT.

Morrow Disk M 10
Assemblers

W,,'w ll'ceived " 101 of requests for " Z8(1
''''''mhl''r. So D"na rut in some long homs
~ellln~ Ihe Crowe Z~(1 assemhler ro run on Ihe
Morrow ("nd even' olher Z8(1 machine).
CROWECPM: This is a firsl doss Z8(1 "ssem·
hler. We u"'lhisassemhler daily (and we included
its sourcd. Takes st"nd"rd Zilog mnemonics.
LASM: This is a more rowerful version of Ihe
ASM "ssemhler Vou received wilh Ihe Morrow.
This will link multirle programs togelher al
"ssemhlv lime.
PRINTPRN: This rrogram makes il easy to
rrint Ihe listin~ files generoled hy Ihe Crowe
"ssemhler.

Morrow Disk MIl
Library & Checkbook Programs

CHECKS: This has h"en a verv rorular grourof
pro~r"ms. Cmegori:es checks so you can keer
Ir"ck which ore lax deduClihle "nd whirh gel
ch"rged to which rrojects. Includes source and
excdlent ,'x"mrle check files. Verv rowerful.
L1BR: This is " comrlele "'I of Iibrarv roulines
which leI vou grour files inro " single file called a
lihr"ry. Then CP 1M sees Ihem"s a single rrogram,
hUI wilh the Ii"'"rv routines. you can Iisl Ihem
oul ser"r"tdv. run Ihem serHatdv, or divide
Ihem ur "~ain. Almosl like a unix environment.

Morrow Disk M 12
Pascal Compiler

ThIS is" real Pasc"1 comriler. II surrorls only a
suhsel of Ihe ,"nguage (no records. roinlers.
hoole"ns. re"ls or comrlex) hut il generaleS" real
.COM file. EverYlhin~ is on this disk: Ihe com·
riler. ils source. ex"mrle rro~rams and dncu·
nlentation.

Morrow Disk M 13
l80 Tools

This is for Ihose ofvou who ore into Z8(1 assemhly
,"ngu"~e.
XLATE.COM: A verv good R(1R(1ro ZR(1lr"ns,"·
tion routinl".
DASM.COM: An e"sier to use version of
ZZSOURCE (th,' ZR(1 dis"ssemhler). This full
disk indud,'s source and documenl"lion for hOlh
routinl·S.

£~' Morrow Disk MI4
~ . l80 Macro Assembler

This is" re"1 ZR(1 m"cro assemhler' Synt"X doselv
follows RMACK "nd MAC Also includes pst'udo
nps to support conditional a~sl'mhl\', etc No
rh",,' or rd\K"lahle code.
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AGAIN I?• •
CALL FOR

SOFTWARE REVIEWERS

Are you wasting time again?

Haven't you wondered why the simple task of printing should lock
up your computer, when you could be doing productive work?
Shouldn't a computer be able to print and think at the same time?
Of course it should - it's just plain common sense.

That's why we developed ShadowPrint, the high performance print
buffer utility. When you start a printing job (from your word
processor, for example), ShadowPrint will automatically store the
listing on disk and immediately return control of your computer
to you. It will then print the file from disk in the background,
while you keep right on working on the machine.

Are you concerned about having to learn yet another new
software product? Relax. ShadowPrint is simple to use.

You need only type "SPRINT" at the start of your work session.
No further interaction with ShadowPrint is necessary; its operation
is completely transparent~ ShadowPrint will "spool" all your printer
output to disk and print it in the background. You can even in
tegrate ShadowPrint into the Morrow menu facility.

Are you thinking about a hardware print buffer? Think twice.
With ShadowPrint, you won't need to buy, install or learn any new
equipment - all you'll need is your existing CP/M 2.2 system and
printer. Should you ever require them, ShadowPrint also offers
advanced features that are simply not available with hardware print
buffers - for example, from your keyboard you can at any time
monitor and control the queue of files being printed; you can even
"tune" the performance of ShadowPrint to fit exactly with your
system characteristics and particular habits and preferences.

Are you looking for efficient background printing that won't
interfere with your foreground work? Look no further.

ShadowPrint uses computing cycles only if your foreground activity
is waiting for an event to occur, such as terminal or disk VO; if
you're busy, ShadowPrint will not interrupt. In addition, when
you're printing existing disk files, ShadowPrint can spool directly
off of them.

Order ShadowPrint today. At $49.95, you can't afford the time
not to.

ShadowPrint. A sensible product from

W COMMON SENSE SYSTEMS ASSOCIATES
U P.D. Box 563 • Winchester, MA 01890

The M:>R office receives numerous
requests for authors to review Morrow
compatible soft.ware. Reviewing involves
not only experiment.ing and getting
familiar with the soft.ware, but also
communicating closely with the manufac
turer and the M:>R editors. If you are
interested in reviewing one of the
following programs , write a letter to
r-DR. One of the editors wi11 get in
touch with you to discuss your quali
fications and make arrangements to get
you started.

MYSOFT COMPUTER SOF'IWARE, Arroyo Grande,
CA

GET - A simple file card program.

LOGIC ASSOCIATES, Chicago, IL
VERBASE, DISKGUISE, SUPERMIT,
MEGABACK -
Various CP/M 2.2 utilities
enhancing disk file management..

GCODNIGHT DESIGNS, Tarzana, CA
GEMPATCH - A NewW'ord patching
utility.

COMrwON SENSE SYSTEMS ASS., Winchester,
MA

SI-IAro'JPRINT - background print
utility (CP/M 2.2)

MENI:XX:INO SOF'IWARE COMPANY, INC.,
Willits, CA

EUREKA - A CP/M Disk Cataloger

o·NEILL SOF'IWARE, San Francisco, CA
ELECTRA-FIND - File search data
retrieval system.

SPITE SOF'IWARE, Portland, OR
FULL DISKCWSURE - Menu driven
informat.ion on software, books
and computer supplies.

CIVIL COMPUTING CORPORATION , Livermore,
CA

PROPSTAR - Proportional-spaced
printing of WbrdStar files.

Please send me ShadowPrint. I have enclosed a check or money order
for $49.95 (MA residents, please add 5% sales tax).

Name _

Add re s s _

Telephone ___

Computer Model: () MD2

( ) MD3

JAMES RIVER GROUP, INC, Minneapolis, MN
Accounting package for small
business.

FIRST PRINCIPlES SOFTWARE CO., Rohnert
Park, CA
, MICRO KEYS - Automates WordStar

ShadowPrint is also available for non-Morrow CP/M 2.2 systems.
THE CUSTOMIZER, Berkeley, CA

THE CUSTOMIZER - WordStar V. 3.0
menu-driven patch program.
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DAVID'S Q & A COLUMN

I was speaking to Morrow's Documentation Manager,
John VanderWood, the other day. He asked me to
mention that he NEEDS and ENJOYS feedback, even of the
negative flavor. You can reach him in care of Morrow at
600 McCormick, San Leandro, CalifolTlia, 94577. One
reminder: John had no control over the way many of the
distributors' manuals were written (e.g., CP/M,
SuperCalc). He appreciates reactions to those manuals
nonetheless and offers his sympathy to those having
problems with them. (Thanks a LOT, John.)

Dear David,
I'm always on the lookout for adventurous new MD3

software, but it always seems to want to know about my
terminal codes. I'm not even sure what terminal codes
are. Why do they matter, and what are they for the
MDT60? ---

Not Into Manuals

Dear Not,
You tell software your terminal codes so it can

figure out how to write on your screen correctly.
Usually you just "install" a program for a certain
model of terminal, without worrying about the details.
With these (if Morrow's not listed), pick Lear Siegler
ADM-3l, Soroc IQ-120, or ADM3A, in declining order of
preferability.

Other programs won't let you off that easy. Get a
hold of MaR Vol. 1, #5 (Dec. 84) and read pages 27-31

MORROW OWNERS' REVIEW

for an easy-to- handle explanation of control codes and
escape sequences.

# # #

Dear David,
Can I add other hard disks to my MD5? Will they

format properly? Will badmapping work?

Out of Disk Space Already

Dear Outer Space,
Yes, yes, and yes, but this is for hackers only.

The additional drive must have its own power supply.
Daisy chain the control/status cable with the intelTlal
drive. The data cable has its own connector on the
motherboard. You'll have to edit DRIVES.MAC for the
drive's step rate, number of cylinders; etc., as well
as adding the drive into the MD5's drive table. Then
run BIOS.SUB to create a new CPM3.SYS.

# # #

Dear David,
There's a mistake in the MT-70 User's Guide! The

codes given for the FA - FD keys are screwy.
All Keyed Up

Dear Keyed,
You are one of the unfortunate residents living in

the twilight zone between ROM and manual updates. MT-70
ROM levels 2 and 3 have the codes shown in the original
manual. ROM level 4 arrived before the updated manual
went to print. Your codes should be: FA=5C, CTRL+FA=lC;
FB=5D, CTRL+FB=lD; you can extrapolate the others.

Enter ESC # <CR> at the A> prompt to display your
terminal's ROM level.

[There is even more to it than that. You may not have
to install a terminal ROM Verse 4 if you have version 2
or 3. First try the latest version of KEY.COM, Verso
2.4 and your troubles may be over. When we get the
whole story straight on matching version numbers
for terminal ROMs and KEY.COMs we will print it
in MaR. --Ed.]

# # #

Dear David,
What do you recommend for people who can't

memorize thirty function key definitions for each of
their programs? Maybe I'm just getting on in years, but
a keyboard template for my MDT 60 would sure be
handy.

Mnemonic Dis-Function

Dear Mnemo,
Boy, are you in luck. Larry Forhan, a Morrow

dealer, tells me he has just what you want, hot off the
press. Contact him in care of Abbey Consultants, 2222
Main St., Scott City MO 63780.
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• Quality tailoring
• Easy care fabrics
• Attractive colors
• Professional appeal

Lockable
Diskette
Defender
Handsome,
sturdy,
smoke-tinted
acrylic tray
holds 70
MD-slze
diskettes. Flip-up lid keeps out
dust, debris, and moisture, and
locks securely to guard your
Important work. Comes with 7
dividers with index tabs for easy
filing and to keep floppies upright
to prevent bending, warping, and
scratching. Tough and secure metal
lock never comes In contact with
diskettes because it Is enclosed in a
special plastic housing. Super value
at $22.95 for one, or $20.95 each
if you buy 2 or more. Keep prying
eyes and sticky fingers away from

;;;;:a Chd., lod~aY:.w....~
Protection ~~-,.;

Policy •
Central Computer Products
will meet or beat any price
listed in this magazine on
products also advertised in our
ads. If you see a lower price,
please tell us. We'll beat that
price and pay shipping too.
Try us for dependable lightning
fast service today. Thank you.

Matching sailcloth covers
for many different popular printers: $14.95.

Indicate make and model.

$ 59.00
$ 89.00
$ 99.00
$129.00
$ 72.00

Our form-fitting
cover follows contour

of the complete
Morrow CPU,
monitor, and

keyboard.

$ 79.00
$109.00
$119.00
$159.00
$ 89.00

"Power line-associated problems
are estimated to cause nearly 70
to 90 percent of the malfunctions
In the IBM PC."

"Overvoltage can be fatal
to both data and hardware alike."

p.e. Magazine, March 1983

PANAMAX SURGE SUPPRESSORS
DellCriptlon List PrIce

0: Connects direct to grounded wall Jack.
LC: Includes 6 foot long heavy duty line cord.

S: Includes Illuminated on/off switch.
NF: Includes EMI/RFI noise filter.
RB: Includes reset button.
OL: Includes outlet.
PJ: Includes 2 phone Jack receptacles.
VA: Includes under voltage alarm/brown out protection.
All units Include the added security of a 4 amp fuse.
Unique Panamax EMliRA noise filters provide
protection In common and transverse mode. Essential for
modem communications, multi-user stations, etc.
All Panamax units are factory guaranteed for 60 months.

~

Money Management is the Price You Pay for Success
Computers crunch numbers. It's that simple. If you're not using your computer to manage your

money, you're missing a chance to put pencil-sharp accounting skills at your fingertips. Chuck
Atkinson's QUick Check Money Manager software program is a home and small business money
manager so easy to use that If you can push a key It will help you computerize your checkbook.

QUick Check tells you exactly where your hard-earned money goes. Quick Check lets you set up
your own expense and Income codes, or use built-In codes, so you can start entering checks and
deposits Immediately. You don't have to know about accounting to use QUick Check Money
Manager. This common sense program gives you Instant fingertip access to a wide range of
Information about your Income and expenses. Single keystroke commands help you pay bills, keep
track of deductible and non-deductible Items, correct mistakes, change dates, and reconcile your
checkbook. This program even prints checks and addresses them automatically. Quick Check is
written In CB80 native code. It Is fast, accurate, and forgiving. No endless sorting.

Peter McWilliams, author of numerous computer books tells readers that Quick Check's author,
Chuck Atkinson, Is a dangerous man because he makes computing easy. It's true, home and small
business accounting can't get any easier than this. Please don't spend another moment thinking about
computerizing your checkbook. Get that checkbook Into shape now. The list price of Quick Check Is
$95. Central's summer price Is $69. Order today.

Introducing
A Classic
Form Fitting Morrow Cover

At last, the classic MD dust cover you'll be proud
to own and use. This first rate computer cover Is made
from a premium, lint free, static free, washable, free
breathing, and fade resistant sailcloth. It comes In a rich
looking Navy blue or Sand. The Navy cover has a smart
contrasting silver gray piping and trim that adds a
superior finished look. Not to be outdone, the Sand
cover Is handsomely finished In a rich chocolate
piping and trim.

For a limited time only, your price for this factory direct,
custom made, one-piece sailcloth Quality Cover Is $18.95. When
ordering remember to Indicate color preference. This special low price is
subject to change. You must be completely satisfied with your purchase of
this cover or ~e will refund your money Immediately. Order today.

i"Spikes and surges
can be the greatest
threat to your computer 2 outlets, D NF
outside a 4 year old 4 outlets, LC S RB NF
child with a jelly 6 outlets, LC S RB NF
sandwich aimed for UltraMax, LC S UA NF

ri1mth=emlldm:lsm:kSdlW:r1~ve_slmi°tmi·'m'w.mm:ill TeleMax, D 10L 2PJ NF

800-533-8049 USA Central Computer Products 800-624-5628 CA..••

The Morrow has enemies. But now you can
protect it from the mish mash of electrical
currents that race through your home or
business. Powerful up-surges of current can
actually blowout your machine. Less
powerful, barely noticeable spikes, surges,
and noise can silently degrade your system In
time, ruining chips, destroying aata, and
causing expensive service calls.
The fact is: "Line filtering will
protect your computer.. .from power surges or other undesirable occurrences
from the power source." Surge protection will help your Morrow prOVide
years of trouble-free service. Also, If you plan to use your Morrow to access
Information by modem, you must have a reliable high frequency noise
(EMI/RFI) suppressor to Insure against data loss and scrambling.
There are many "toy" surge suppressors on the market. They are smartly colored, but beware. The performance
difference is amazing. The best surge and noise suppressors on the market are made by Panamax. Our
"Panamax Challenge Certificate" tells all. It Is a startling comparison of Panamax quality with 11 other well
known brands. One aspect of this revealing report tells how Panamax responds to and cuts surges In 5 or less
plco seconds, while most other suppressors respond at a comparatively slow 5 to 50 nanoseconds!
Check our regular low prices. Try the Panamax of your choice for 15 days. Receive the "Panamax Challenge
Certificate" with your purchase. If not completely satisfied with your purchase, return for Immediate full refund.
Your Morrow deserves Panamax protection, the best there is. Order today.

Enemies of Morrow®...
Spikes,
Surges, and Noise



Toll Free Order Desk

3.00

PrIce

Total

Sub Total

o Money Order enclosed

Postage & Handling

CA Resident 6% Tax

No minimums - No limits

Save Money.
Save Worry.

CENTRAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS
330 Central Avenue, Dept. MR2

Fillmore, California 93015
(805) 524-4189

Box of 10 DS-DD MD 2 diskettes: $18.
Box of 10 DS-DD MD 3, 5, &11 disks: $23.
3M Head Cleaning Kits for MDs: $21.
3M DeskTop 24"x 26" Anti-Static Mats: $44.

3M diskettes.
Certified
100% error-free.
Guaranteed for life.
Tested 327 ways.
They work like a charm on Morr~ws.

Factory sealed. Best data diskette made.
3M - One less thing to worry about.

o Phone: (

o Check enclosed

o Visa/Mastercard # _

o American Express Card # _

Morrow Model _

Exp. Date Sig. _

Dear Central,
Please send me the items listed below. I want fast,

friendly service. Remember to include my free Morrow
book. I understand there is no charge for this book if I buy
2 or more items shown on these pages. Please include
phone number if ordering software. My check, money
order, or card number is enclosed. Thanks.

Description

FIRM
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE

Name _

Address _

City State__ Zip _

Credit Card phone orders accepted. Call toll free••
To order by mail use coupon, letter, or photo copy. Thank you. ~

© 1985 Central Computer Products

Do You Wish Writing Were Easier?
If you need to write, or want to write clearly, your Morrow and the software program

Punctuation and Style can help you get there faster. It improves, clarifies, and enriches your
writing by identifying sentences with misused, redundant, faulty, cliched, or erroneous phrases,
and shows you how to improve them. It helps yau rewrite and check your work by quickly
marking and annotating your files for easy correction. In addition to computer-fast identification
of awkward, muddy, pompous, and wordy sentence structure, it also finds missing or improper
punctuation, unbalanced quotes, wrong abbreViations, faulty capitalizations, and much more.
Punctuation and Style actually improves your writing by mercilessly pointing out grammatical
errors. After a few weeks with Oasis System's Punctuation and Style your writing is bo~nd to
become more dynamic, expressive, and honest. In time, you'll stop worrying about grammar and
work on projecting ideas instead. After all, that's what writing is about.

Punctuation and Style makes writing and rewriting much easier. The list price of Punctuation and
Style is $125. Central's price is $95. Experience the power of this valuable "Punctuation

cr;I2:G%~j:t~gt~~Q:g;:<~r!\~j:2g1J,l]1Rrgy,,~®J;g~~~1R~~1~~\~E~~;:iig,gg,rJ~~J!\i,:S?rdertoda to et this ro ram fast.
Punctuation and Style works on files created with Wordstar, New Word and other word pr
learly written manual and an attractive binder. Join thousands who now write with more c

SmartKey II Plus
Super New Combo
-includes SmartPrint II Plus and Screen Smarts

!~it:';:tI~:it y
!price for the
;pui~e, is cu

$125.001
$125.00;' Everyone's favorite keyboard redefining'

$149.001 ~~o(:~:~t~s~~~~ss~~. i;~~:r~~t~h~~:ands
regular function of your keyboard. Once
you've tried it, computing will never be the
same. Lets you save complex command
codes, boilerplate paragraphs, inventory
numbers, or whatever, and inject any of them

$235.00.; into your work with the stroke of a single key.
J

I! inc?Ue;:~a~sfr~:~~~~wof~~~rt~~i~t~~t~,p:k
$279.00,.·•..•.1.·. $49 program that greatly enhances the

, operation of dot matrix printers, and a free
copy of Paul Golding's $15.95 book, Screen
Smarts, The Computer Tamer's Guide. This

$372.0 book tells how you can use Smartkey II' Plus
to turn your computer into a supercharged
mean machine. Please don't delay, this offer
may not be repeated. Save time and money.
Order today to get this hard hitting $115
software and book combination for $49.

Text Filing Machine
Writers, doctors, researchers, lawyers,

librarians, and students are among those who
need a text filing machine. SuperFile is a
powerful textual matter database manager
unlike any other. It allows you to easily store
and retrieve notes, letters, random thoughts,
contracts, depositions, invoices, new product
information, sales reports, reference articles,
scripts, abstracts, bibliographies, customer
profiles, photo or slide locations, and much
more. SuperFile accepts as many as 65,000
entries per database; 512,000 keystrokes per
record; allows 250 keywords per entry; and
indexes information you've stored over as

t many as 255 diskettes per database. Powerful.

~ ~~:g~' Input for a SuperFile database comes from
$ 46 OOl your word processing program, so you can
$ 37:001 easily include information you already have

;! into a database without having to re-key it. No
:~i fancy fields to define. This is a completely

$ 45.0oj1 free-form database system. No programming
language to learn. There's nothing difficult
here. You can be up and running within
minutes. SuperFile uses logical searching
procedures to find your information fast. Tell
SuperFile what information you want, and it
searches from 60 to 400 entries per second.
Save yourself the time and effort of filing and
cross-filing information by hand or in overly
structured data fields. The list price of
SuperFile is $195. Central's current low price
is $145. Get SuperFile fast. Order today.

$ 34.00~

~ ~~:ggl
$ 52.00~

$ 34.95
$ 29.95
$ 24.94

$315.00

$295.00

$180.00

$169.00
$169.00

$ 50.00

$150.00

$395.00
$195.00

Central Computer Products

SOFTCRAFf
Fancy Font
SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS
MyChess
Word Wiggle
Eliza

MYCROFT LABS
Mite Communications

SORCIM
SuperCalc 2

Hardware
CONSOLINK CORP
MicroSpooler 64k P-P Buffer
PANAMAX
PowerMax, 250 Watt UPS $459.00
SWP MICROCOMPUTER PROD
256k Co-Power-88 MSDOS $399.95

Use as RAM disk or MSDOS computer.
Supplies

Dysan SSDD MD2 disks lO/box $ 27.0
Dysan DSDD MD3 disks lO/box $ 37.00
PeopleTalk PD Collection $ 49.95 $ 28.00
-69 Public Domain programs. No EZCPR or book.
Screen Smarts, Tamer's Guide $ 15.95 $ 9.95

INFOCOM
Zork I $ 39.95
Zork II, & III each $ 44.95
Deadline $ 49.95
Witness $ 39.95
- Call for prices on all other Infocom games

MENDOCINO SOFTWARE
Eureka, Disk Cataloger
MICROSOFT
MBasic Compiler
MultiPlan
MICROSOLUTIONS
Uniform MD2 $ 69.95

Reads and writes 31 + machine formats
Uniform MD3, 5, 11 $ 69.95

Reads and writes 75 + machine formats

OASIS SYSTEMS,
The Word Plus $150.00 $105.00\

~::~

QUIC-N·EASY PROD.:ill
Q-Pro-4 $595.00 $395.001

Database manager with multikey file indexing "
SAN FRANCISCO COMP
Power!
DocuPower!

Morrow Software
ATI TRAINING DISKS
CP/M $ 39.95
MBasic Training Software. $ 39.95
SuperCalc Speeds learning. $ 75.00
Wordstar Gives fast results. $ 75.00
- Call for other ATI Morrow training disks
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL t
Turbo Pascal 2.0 $ 49.95 $ 44.00j:
Turbo Toolbox $ 49.95 $ 42.001
Turbo Gift Pak with Tutor $ 99.95 $ 89.00;

:~~

g~~~k~~~~~ $ 74.95 $ 52.001
~:~

g~~C~~P<JN:RON PROGRAM$~95.00 $155.00~
Retail Inventory + Q Register $395.00 $299.0011
DIGITAL MARKETING
Bibliography $ 99.00 $ 89.001
Footnote and Pair· $ 99.00 $ 79.00;
Grammatik • $ 75.00 $ 69.00i~
Hyper Typer, Typing Tutor $ 39.95 $ 32.00;
Index· $ 99.00 $87.0q;,
Milestone, Project Planner $250.00 $199.00;
Writer's Pak - $295.00 $259.001

includes all • programs and RH spelling checker'

EAGLE ENTERPRISES l!

Citation $185.00 $155.00';
General Ledger $185.00 $135.001
- Easiest to use full-featured GL available ;!

~:'3~~~' $395.00 $295.oJl
SuperFile with Sort & Merge $195.00 $145.00\
- Free form textual matter data base managers t



as perused by
Stanley Ahalt

FROM THE
MAILBOX

From Rebeccah Prastein, Chicago, IL - If you are
having problems with cursor addressing using a VT-I00
and an MD2, you might be able to solve them by simply
changing the TERMINAL.DAT file to show the VT-I00 as a
Level = 3 machine rather than Level = 2. ##

From Kent Waterman, Oakland, CA - Kent writes to
tell us that he suspects the reason LogiCalc doesn't
give a disk directory at njun is that the feature is
simply not implemented on Rev. D.Ol (l982 copyright)
version of Le! Likewise, the SORT function was not
included. My own suggestion is to try SuperCalc, which
I like. ##

From Alan Wiener, Omega Consultants, Missoula, MT
- Alan suggests that you can use one of the many SORTED
DISK DIRECTORY programs which are available via Public
Domain to do the sorts on your LogiCalc files, which he
saves to FILES.LeF. ##

From Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cain, San Jose, CA - the
Cains write-Tn to tell us that LogiCalc seemsto be
very sensitive to terminal installation. If everything
isn't just right, then Le, which is a screen-sensitive
program, just doesn't perform correctly.

pip Ist:=d:filename.typ[Z]

Until the next issue--A happy toMORrow to you
(sung to appropriate tune). KEEP THOSE LETTERS
COMING!

From Jeffery Leader, Syracuse, NY - Jeffery needs
to lrnow how to hook up his Okidata Microline 92 printer
to the serial port on his MD3. Without further ado:

The [Z] solves the problems associated with
control codes generated by word-processing programs.
Great Tip! ##

(- Jumper

(- Jumper

Pin Numbers:

Serial Port - MDx Microline
3 --------------- 3
7 --------------- 7

20 --------------- 20

4 -I
5 -I

6 -I

n-I

I continue to get numerous questions regarding co
processor boards, add-on hard disk drives, and extra
memory boards. If you have ANY experience with any
type of these products or additional hardware, please
take the time to write us, even if it is a brief note.

From Aaron Goodman, Peralta, NM - If you are
having trouble echoing files to the printer using
Control-P, you might want to try the PIP command.
Specifically, use:

Starting this month, I've decided to go ahead and
use everyone's last name, so if you want to preserve
your anonymity,be sure to make a note of that in your
letters.

From Peter Mierau of NewStar Software, the folks
who gave us NewWord (NW) - If you are using NW with a
Gemini lOX printer and want to take advantage of most
of the features that the printer provides, you can
simply install the program for the MX 80 printer. The
newer versions all come with a special Gemini driver,
and the new driver will give you the ability to use all
of the features of the Gemini. NewStar's upgrade policy
is to send in your old master disk and $38 for the
latest version. Thanks for the information, Peter. ##

From~ Moore, Gualala, CA - Larry writes to
say that many of the problems that he had with NW,
version 1.13, have disappeared with versions 1.18 and
2.05. Now, does anyone have an updated version of
Correct-It? The only version that Larry has is 1.01. ##

From Robert Wallace, Stuart, FL. - For those of
you who have a PROWRITER Band NewWord, you can use
Control-PY to toggle the machine in and out of its
Greek character set, which contains many useful
characters for formula writing and business uses. ##

This column is an open forum for all Morrow users.
If you have a question, answer, observation, or just a
spicy tidbit of information, pass it along! If I can't
answer the question, there is bound to be someone out
in MORland who can. If you prefer, I'll be glad to
forward your personal replies to the people who have
submitted particular questions. You can mail directly
to me at: 102B Victoria Lane Clemson, SC 29631
(803) 654-2748 MCI: SAHALT Preferred mode is via MCI,
because that minimizes retyping.
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MORROW PRINTER RIBBONS
by Barry Bruch

The ProtectorTIl is waterproof, yet it breathes. There
is no moisture condensation problem.

The Protector is durable. It will never become brittle,
crack, or tear.

Custom tailored for the Morrow, The Protector is the
best cover you can buy. Fine cotton fabric and expert
tailoring make the Protector the only cover appropriate
for professional office or elegant home.

Morrow Protector $39.95. Printer Protector $19.95.

Credit card orders receive a $5.00 discount.
To order call 1-800-232-1211. We guarantee satisfaction.
Dealers inquire on your letterhead.
The Protector Corporation, 375 S. 41st Street, Boulder, CO 80303

[At MOR we use the blue-wheeled multistrike ribbons for
our MP-200 printer. We mail-ordered ten ribbons from a
friendly company in San Francisco called "American
Ink." Nice thing about this family-nm outfit is that
you don't have to know the exact model-number order
code. Ask for Ken and he will ask you a couple of
questions and will get you exactly what you need.
Since we use the printer a lot, we go through ribbons
quite fast, but you c,an refill them. Once in a while
we ship off a bundle of used ribbons to American Ink,
and for less than half' the original purchase price,
they are returned ready to go with fresh ribbon. It is
a small company, but they seem to have all the ribbons
in the world. At our suggestion, they have begun taking
charge card orders. American Ink, 527 Howard Street,
San Francisco, CA 94105, (415) 982-0161. --Ed.] a

In summary, the blue-wheel, multistrike ribbon is
the one recommended. It has the best image quality and
shelf life. It is one-third cheaper to use than the
lower unit cost yellow- or orange-wheel ribbons.
Finally, it is much easier on your printer and print
wheels than fabric ribbons.

Protect Your
Investment

..v

THE~TECTDA'M
• Eliminates damage due to dust,

smoke, liquids, and static.
• Prevents data loss
• Professional

appearance
• Easy to use

I hear many people express disappointment on how
fast printer ribbons for the MP-100, 200 and 300
printer are used up. Most of the time I discover they
are using the wrong type of ribbon. Usually they're
using Silver-Reed and Olivetti typewriter correctable
ribbons or single strike ribbons. Although these are
relatively inexpensive (from $4.00 to $5.00 each), they
only provide for 80,000 strikes. This prints only
about 45 pages of single-spaced text. Furthermore, the
correctable ribbon produces a relatively faint
impression on the paper and is susceptible to smearing.

Fabric ribbons are available for about the same
price per cartridge as the multistrike ribbon.
However, the printer manufacturers do not recommend
them. They claim that with heavy use, particles from
the ribbon tend to gum up the printer mechanism. They
certainly do gum up the print wheel, and you frequently
have to use a cleaning kit to avoid smeared images.
Also, these ribbons do dry out. Thus, they are
susceptible to shelf life and deteriorate with exposure
time on the printer. Further, the print quality is
inferior to the film ribbon.

..

..-·..· ..·...·.........-------- ':.:.:.:.:
_- _- •••••• _••• MULl' STRIK51\Ia80N OPT·.·.·.·.·.·.··....... . .· .· ........' ~

........... -. - _ -' _ -'!J-~

:::::::::::: 0::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
.:.:-:.:-:-: ':':':_:':':':-:-:':':':':',~ 0

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.~· .· .
..:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.,

.':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-'

The multistrike ribbon is recommended instead.
While it costs about double the price of correctable or
single strike ribbons, the multistrike has three times
as many strikes (240,000 strikes or about 135 single
spaced pages). Also, the impression is as dark and as
stable as the single strike.

Once you determine the type of ribbon you want,
how do you make sure you're getting the right one? The
"finger wheel" of the ribbon casing is color-coded.
(See illustration.) Yellow is for "Correctable,"
Orange for "Single-Strike" and Blue for "Multistrike."
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THE CTS MM300 MODEM WITH MITE
by William Steele

When I got a flyer from CTS Technology offering
their MM300 modem and Mycroft Labs' MITE communica
tions program, both for $99.95, it was an offer I
couldn't refuse. The MM300 is the same unit as the
Morrow Modem which your dealer used to sell you, along
with the ReachOut communications program for $300. (See
p. 13 for some information on ReachOut and p. 10 for
review references.) The MM300 is a 300-baud "smart"
(i.e., auto-dial, auto-answer) modem designed
specifically for use with Morrow computers. MITE, which
lists separately for about $150, is a versatile program
that accesses all the automatic features of the modem,
allows communication with mainframe systems as well as
other microcomputers, has a host mode that allows your
computer to be operated from a remote terminal, and can
even emulate a teletype terminal.

CTS has about 4000 of these modems left to sell.
This modem is usable only with a Morrow. However,
while the version of MITE in the package is tailored to
the Morrow and the MM300, it can be adapted to other
computers and modems. --

The MM300 with MITE is an ideal package for a
beginner, since it's practically self-installing. You
may have been intimidated by articles about changing
jumpers inside your computer or wiring a special cable.
None of this is needed with the MM300, which is a gray
plastic box about the size of a Walkman, with three
inches of ribbon cable hanging out of one side, ending
in an RS-232 plug. Installation consists of plugging
this into the RS-232 port on the back of your computer
and connecting a standard modular telephone cable to
the modem.

The modem gets its power through the RS-232 port
on all Revision 2 MD's; for earlier models (Rev. 1),
CTS offers an optional extemal power supply. (Older
models can be rewired to supply power: see "The Morrow
Toolbox" by David Mintie in MaR, Vol.2, # 2, pp. 35
36, April 1985.) If you already have a printer plugged
into the RS-232 port, you have three choices: you can
switch plugs whenever you want to use the modem, buy an
RS-232 switch for about $100 (or make one for a lot
less), or change the printer over to the parallel port.
A yellow LED on the modem lights up to show it's on.
Unfortunately, the LED is facing the wall, but at least
you can check it when things aren't working right.

Once. the modem is plugged in you can forget about
it and concentrate on the MITE software. This too is
easy to install. First, of course, make a backup copy
of the distribution disk and put the original away.
When you run INSTALL, you're given a list of computer
choices, one of which is "Morrow MD with CTS MM-I03."
What more could you ask? However, when I got to the
choice of terminals, there was no listing for my MDT50
(Freedom 100). Since the Televideo 925 uses exactly the

same terminal control codes, I selected that one-
which turned out to be a mistake. Calling up the Macro
Definition menu with the program installed that way
started an endless loop, with the menu flashing on and
off the screen like a neon sign. I reinstalled for the
ADM-3A (which uses the same codes) and everything
worked fine.

When you select your modem and computer from the
menu, the INSTAlL program patches in machine-specific
*.HEX files from the distribution disk. Mine came with
files for the MD3 and the MDll. If you. later buy new
hardware, Mycroft will sell you the installation files
for $25 for any CP/M machine, or $50 for MS-DOS or
MacIntosh versions. The assembly language source code
for the patches is also supplied, so if you're a
programmer you might be able to make your own
adaptations.

After installation is complete you can delete all
files except MITE.COM and MITE.HIP which are the only
ones you need on the working disk. (Do this only on
your working disk, of course.)

According to the manual, there are supposed to be
some bonus files on the distribution disk: 5O.COM and
USQ.COM (used to squeeze and unsqueeze program files
for faster phone transfer), a line-numbered text editor
for CP/M, a multiple file transfer utility, a program
which translates .COM files to .HEX files, a TRSDOS to
CP/M conversion utility (not to convert disk files,
alas--just to make TRSDOS files readable after
transmission), and a sample FORTRAN program for use
with the TEXT protocol mentioned below. Only the .COM
to .HEX program was on my disk. Mycroft Labs said this
was because the installation files for the Morrow
version took up too much room. If you want these
utilities, they say, just send them a blank disk. They
also said there was supposed to be a README file on the
disk that explained all this, but I guess there wasn't
room for that either.

MITE is so versatile that the beginner may be
confused by all the options, and it seems the manual
might only add to the confusion. It is organized like
the program itself, with a chapter for each menu, and a
paragraph for each option. Although it's clearly
written, unfortunately options you won't use in a
million years are explained in the same size type as
the ones you'll use every day. (This is fair, I
suppose, since different users will have different
needs, but it's also typical of manuals in general:
they tell you what the program can do, but not why you
should care.) Some brief examples are offered,
including a sample session with The Source.

Once you've made it through the manual, however,
the program becomes very easy to use. There are only a
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few basic things you want to do in computer
communications, and there is a menu related to each of
these. In a typical session you might do the following:

When you boot up, you will see the Main menu.
Type "P" for Parameter. When the Parameter menu
appears, enter the settings for the system you're going
to call. Parameter settings default to 7 data bits, 1
stop bit and even parity, which is common for
communicating with mainframes. But most likely this is
not what you need since most microcomputer services use
8 data bits, 1 stop bit and no parity. (If you don't
know what that means, don't worry about it; you just
have to find out what the settings are for the system
you're calling and enter them.)

On this menu, you also enter the phone number to
be dialed. The number can include mixed tone and pulse
dialing, including the characters # and *, with waits
for secondary dial tones, so you can use alternative
long distance systems or dial into or out of centrexes.

Now return to the main menu, and from there type
"G" for Go, to start communications. The screen will
display: "Now dialing.... " If you're pulse dialing,
you'll hear clicks from the modern. When a modem-to
modem connection is established, the screen will
display "Carrier detected," and you'll be in terminal
mode, where the text you send out and whatever the
remote computer sends in will be displayed on your
screen. IIi most cases, you hit a couple of carriage
returns and the remote computer will start sending. One
minor complaint: MITE displays "Carrier detected" when
your modem detects a dial tone as well as when a
carrier is emitted from the modem of the remote
computer. If your dialing procedure involves waiting
for a secondary dial tone, expect to see that phrase
displayed twice before you actually get your
connection. The modem sends several one-character
signals to tell you what's going on--e.g., "R" for a
ring. MITE doesn't translate them, so you'll want to
keep the list of signals handy. I found that the modern
interprets a voice answer--live or recorded--as a ring
signal.

From terminal mode you can get back to the main
menu by typing a Control-J, and then from there you can
get to any other menu. If you want to save something
the remote computer is sending, go to the Download menu
and turn "Capture Mode" on. To send out something from
one of your own disk files--maybe a message you've
already written with NewWord to be posted by MCIMail-
go to the Text File Upload menu. To send or receive a
binary file (e.g., a .COM file or a program file) use
the Binary File Transfer menu.

For binary file transfer, MITE defaults to the
XMODEM protocol used on most bulletin boards, but also
can work with CIlNK, CROSSTALK, HAYES and IBM-PC
protocols and its own MITE protocol. MITE also offers a
protocol called TEXT for transferring text files to and
from mainframes with error checking; to use this you
must have a special program running on the mainframe.
(A sample of such a program in FORTRAN is one of the

files that's supposed to be on your distribution disk
but isn't.)

In practice, this menu jumping goes a lot faster
than it takes to tell it: the menus flash on and off
the screen in less than a second. Of course you should
not jump menus while the remote computer is sending
something. Wait until it gives you a command prompt,
or send it whatever character it recognizes as a
command to stop scrolling (usually Control-S). One
catch: when you come back to terminal mode, whatever
was on the screen when you left will have been erased,
including the command prompt. You must remember what
command the remote computer was expecting to receive.

Once you understand what's going on, you can
bypass the menus by using "Local" commands, which let
you perform most major functions without leaving
terminal mode. There are other menus which allow you to
filter out unwanted characters sent by a remote
computer (in case your system recognizes them as
commands), change the control characters used by MITE
(in case a remote system recognizes them as commands),
and erase, rename, copy and examine files or get a
directory.

The most fun is the Macro Definition menu, which
lets you predefine up to 10 strings of commands which
you can then send to the remote system with just two
keystrokes. These strings can include pauses and waits
for the remote system's prompts, and can invoke local
commands. (This latter function isn't mentioned in the
manual. The way to do it is to enter Control-K,
followed by the command, into the macro string). String
number 9 is sent automatically when a connection is
established, so you can use it for automatic log on.
For example, my log-on string for MCImail is:

"M.. @W" M.. @T:WSTEELE" M.. @T:XXXXXXXX"M,

which means IISend two carriage returns, with a one
second delay between them, wait for the remote system
to send a colon, type my user name, wait for another
colon and type my password." Each macro can be up to 62
characters long, and you can link them.

If you want to be even fancier, there is a USE
command which tells MITE to follow a series of prepared
commands in a disk file as if they were being typed in
at the console. In effect, the USE file is a macro of
unlimited length. You can call macros from a USE file,
and you can call a USE file from a macro by entering
Control-KUSE. (Again, this isn't in the manual.) This
means that you can call a USE file from the automatic
log on string, and do just about anything imaginable
automa tically on bootup. In reviewing ReachOut, (MaR,
Vol. 1, #3 August 1984) Stan Ahalt pointed out that it
could be set up to call and log on to a stock reporting
service and check several accounts all with one
keystroke. You could certainly do that with MITE as
well. Mycroft offers an even more spectacular example
in their manual of a dealer calling 100 clients and
transmitting files to them, while keeping a record of
which calls got through.
(continued)
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MITE allows you to save all these functions to
"parameter files" so you don't have to enter all the
details each time you call. It isn't entirely clear
from the manual, but a "parameter file" contains not
just the settings of the Parameter menu, but also a set
of macro strings, a file transfer protocol, a set of
filter characters, and so on. For instance, if I boot
up CP/M and type "MITE MCI" (a parameter file I wrote
for my own use), the program comes up with the phone
number and all the other details set for MClMail,
including the automatic log-on string. All I have to do
is hit "G" to start the call. Better yet, I can type
"MITE MCl G" from the CP/M A> prompt and bypass the
opening menu. After that call is finished, I can load a
different parameter file and be ready to call and log
on to, say, Compuserve.

I found only one apparent bug in the program: once
or twice I loaded a parameter file, typed "G" and
nothing happened. When I saved the parameters under a
new name and reloaded, everything worked fine. I
suppose this could have been due to some sort of disk
error.

also had a problem which was not exactly MITE's
fault. When you turn the Capture function on, MITE
saves text to a 4000 character buffer in RAM; when the
buffer is full, you must transfer the buffer to disk or

Still Searching
For Files
Without

EUREKAI™
??

You may not know it, but a disk cataloger can be a big
help in managing your computer files. Why not go with
the best? EUREKA! is a terrific time saver for ...

Lawyers • Accountants
Software Developers Researchers

• Writers • Secretaries
• Teachers • Consultants

Project Managers • Journalists

you start losing text. One way to do this is to exit to
the Download menu every so often, and tell it to do a
save (or use the equivalent local command). Another is
to use "Flow Control. II With Flow Control on, MITE
automatically writes the buffer to disk every so often.
Before it actually does the write operation, it sends a
Control-S to the remote computer to tell it to stop
sending; when the write is completed, it sends a
Control-Q as a signal to resume sending.

What I did wrong was to turn Flow Control on when
calling a computer club bulletin board which didn't
recognize Control-S and Control-Q as commands. I
started scrolling through a long list of messages with
MITE happily writing everything to its buffer. After a
while I got bored and typed the bulletin board's
command to exit from the message area; it ignored me
and kept scrolling. I think I was on about message
number 55 out of a list of 200 or so. Long distance. I
suppose I could just have turned off the computer and
hung up, but that didn't seem polite. After about
sixteen tries, MITE finally accepted my Control-J, and
for some reason it occurred to me to do a Save. Then I
returned to Terminal mode and found that the commands
all worked. What apparently had happened was that MITE
had been so busy trying to send Control-SIs to the
remote computer that it wouldn't let me get a character
in edgewise. (I now know from reading the manual that
you can change the characters MITE sends out when using
automatic Flow Control to match what the remote system
expects. I also know you don't have to be so bloody
polite to other people's computers since nearly all
RBBSs will recycle properly and automatically get ready
for the next customer when you just break the carrier.)

In summary, the package being offered by CTS
Technology is an economical way to get online with a
highly sophisticated and flexible system. I had no
problems I needed help with; and when I called for
information for this article, I got genial and
knowledgeable phone support, especially from Howard AIm
at CTS and Judith Thompson, Director of Technical
Services at Mycroft Labs, who likes to explain things
in English. For what it's worth, I'll be happy to share
my small knowledge with anyone out there, on your
nickel. Bill Steele, Box 782, Ithaca, NY 14851
(607) 273-2132 MClmai1: WSTEELE 254-5833. n

People who try EUREKA! love it. ....

''Just started cataloging with comments - Great Idea' GR-MI

"Great time saver in locating material on disks." WB-NY

"Your manual is the best written I have ever seen." MT-NS

"We finally chose EUREKA I largely because it has the ability
to read comments directly from a file EUREKA I is easy to
learn and use. has more access and report choices, finds files
by many different ways, and has an attractive price."

T Bove& C. Rhodes, USER'S GUIDE No. 11

QUESTION OF THE BI-MONTH

INC.

VISA & MasterCard
accepted

EUREKA' 'S a "aOf-marl< of Men(Joc,no Sol1ware Company. Inc
CP'M ,:; a req,sTere<! t'ildemarkoIO,q"al Research,lnc

add $2.50 shipping
Call!. reSIdents add 6% sales tax

EUREKA!. the popular CPt M® disk cataloger

Still only $50

MENdociNO SOfTWARE COMpANy,
Dept. MR-1

P,O, Box 1564
Willits, CA 95490

(707) 459-9130
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A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO FIDONET
by Erik Westgard and Warren Kinninger

Fido is the name of a dog--and incidentally it's
also the name of a popular CBBS with networking
capabilities. Fido runs under MS-DOS 2.0 on IBM PC's,
Digital Equipment Corporation Rainbow computers, the
Otrona Attache and the Sanyo. Fido provides extensive
security and system management features, and uses named
DOS directories to maintain libraries for public domain
software (MS-DOS, CP/M 80 and 86) that callers can
access and download. Since CP/M 80 is what is used in
Morrows, a great deal of that software is useful to
Morrow owners.

Fidonet is a unique public domain personal
computer network. Every night several hundred Fido
systems around the world relay mail through their
automated networking capability.

Fido was developed as a PC-based electronic mail
and file routing system to eliminate some of the
problems with computer-to-computer communications in
the non-commercial world. Before Fido, transferring a
file between distant personal computers (other than by
MCl Mail, Compuserve or similar systems) meant users
had to synchronize with each other, set up their
machines in communications mode, and then make phone
contact--with the likelihood of busy signals, line
problems, and misunderstandings. With Fido, a store
and-forward system, you deliver your message to- your
local Fido node and Fido will transfer your message
automatically to the appropriate node. And it does
this during the wee hours when long distance rates are
lowest.

As documented in the file FlDOHlST.TXT, found on
most Fido systems, Fido was first implemented in early
1984 and ran between Tom Jennings (Fido #1) in
San Francisco and John Madill (Fido #2) in Baltimore.
The software package took messages, bundled them into
packets, and placed a call to each system tha t had a
packet addressed to it. Torn mentions that he invented
and tested Fido "just to see if it could be done"--in
the spirit of the ham radio and telephone pioneers.
Needless to say, these experiments succeeded, and the
number of Fido systems has grown rapidly.

As the number of Fido systems--called "nodes" or
"Fido nodes"--climbed past twenty, call and message
routing became complicated. What had been a simple
system now required almost daily tending. Several
members of the St. Louis Digital EqUipment user's
group, DECUS, offered to help out. They founded Fido
#51, which now handles routing and node list
maintenance for much of the network, including updating
the many changes as new systems are added and others
drop off.

The mail distribution itself is generally a three
stage process. First, Fido systems in each geographic

'area call a designated "host" Fido system to deposit
any outgoing mail. This host system is unattended and
is set to run automatically from 2:30 AM to 3:00 AM
Central Standard time. At 3:00 AM, these host nodes
start calling each other to deliver the national mail.
After 4:00 AM, the local systems then call back the
hosts to see if any mail has been received. Users and
individual systems are automatically billed for the
cost of long distance calls. Since the calls are only
from one node to the next nearest, and are placed
during low rate hours, everyone ends up paYing a
fraction of what it would cost to make direct long
distance modern calls from point of origin to final
destiny.

Fido systems are set up with many different levels
of dial-in access. Some are public or semi-public,
others are private and have unlisted phone numbers.
Still others are owned by computer stores and users
groups. Commercial Fido networks are also in place and
being used by companies like Dupont and the IRS. Most
Fido systems support modern speeds of 300 and 1200 baud,
with some systems installing 2400 baud moderns.

On the public and semi-public systems, at sign-on
you are prompted for your name. You are encouraged to
use your "real" name instead of a "handle." This is to
help prevent abuse of the systems and to facilitate the
use of the mail facilities. Once signed-on, Fido
usually draws a picture of Fido himself, with a floppy
disk in his mouth, and then lists any news items on the
systems, etc. Fido then provides you with a witty
quotation, selected for each log on at random from a
large file. And then you are given the main menu, an
example of which is below.

MAIN Commands:
M)sg-Section F)ile-Section G)oodhye
S)tatistics A)ns-Questionaire B)ulletin
Y)ell C)hange U)ser-List E)ditorial
V)ersion
Main: M F GSA B Y CUE V or ? for help: ?

M A INS E C T ION
+--------------------------------------+

M Enter the MES. SAGE SECTION I
F Enter the FILES SECTION
B Read the Bulletin
E Read the Editorial I
G Goodhye (Logoff)
S Statistics (time left, etc) I
A Answer Questionaire
Y Yell at the Sysop I
C Change Help Level, Name, Nulls
U List of Users I
V Fido Version

+--------------------------------------+
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The World's First
BBS Network
* FidoNet ~l<

/ FIDO \
( )

To check for mail, you enter "M" for the message
section. Most Fido systems have several areas in the
message section. Entering "A" will list them. These
tend to follow the pattern of: local mail, Fido mail,
messages to/from the SYSOP, etc. When first signing
on, you should check for mail--messages sent to you--in
each area you are interested in.

Fido #1
Fido #27
Fido #36
Fido #50
Fido #51
Fido #56
Fido #60
Fido #61
Fido #69
Fido #79
Fido #85
Fido #115
Fido #207
Fido #344
Fido #347
Fido #393
Fido #400
Fido #442

CA (415)-864-1418
MA (617)-632-1861
CA (213)-204-2996
TX (512)-263-5805
MO (314)-432-4129
CO (303)-973-9338
TX (713)-870-8803
MN (507)-289-8452
MI (313)-887-7429
NY (212)-535-8924
OH (513)-579-2587
DC (202)-332-9512
CT (203)-865-1794
FL (904)-721-3804
HI (808)-486-0407
lL (312)-759-5402
TN (615)-242-4369
AL (205)-830-2334

If you want to switch from the Message Section to
another area, you enter "A", a space, and the desired
section command. Typing an "M" from the messages area
will take you back to the main menu. An "F" will take
you to the files section. Like the more conventional
bulletin board systems, some Fido systems have a number
(up to 99) of file areas with public domain software,
documenta tion files, etc. One or more of the file areas
usually contain information on Fido, Fido software and
other materials for browsing. (Use the "T" type command
to browse .DOC and .TXT files.) Entering "All from the
Files Section will give you a list of the file areas.
Systems tend to have mostly IBM PC, CP/M 80 and CP/M 86
software available.

Once in a desired file area, you can (if allowed)
download files using the IIDII command. Depending upon
your computer and software, you can use ASCII, XMODEM,
KERMIT and other file transfer protocols. Systems may
have an area reserved for users to upload files to the
Fido system, using the IIU" command. You can run the "SII
command from the main menu to find out how much time
you have left, since there tends to be a per session
and daily time limit per user on the system. A IIGII from
the main menu will log you off.

Fido seems to have something for everyone. For
many computer users, the nodes are a source of public
domain software, both CP/M and MS-DOS. The MS-DOS
user can download Fido and set up their own bulletin
board. (Sorry, Morrow users.) If all you have is a
terminal and a modem, you can use the local and
national network to send messages and mail almost
anywhere. Exchanging local messages costs nothing, but
if you want to use the national network you have to set
up an account with your local SYSOP.

There are Fido nodes in most major cities. Local
bulletin boards usually include Fido systems in their
lists. Or you can call one of the master systems and
look at or download the current node list, updated
about weekly.

Here are some major Fido routing nodes, copied
from the end of the nodelist for March 29, 1985:

The master nodelist is called llfidolist.xxxll ,
where xxx is the list number. It is updated weekly,
and is available on Fido #51 and other boards in the
FlDO TXT file area.

[Unlike many commercially available. E-Mail systems
(e.g., MCl, CompuServe, The Source), Fidonet doesn't
depend on one central computer for message switching,
which eliminates the vulnerability centralized systems
are prone to. The decentralized nodes of Fidonet are
distributed all over the nation. When one node is out
of commission, there are many others to take up the
slack, allowing -for what is called IIgraceful
degradation ll in case of node failures. This is the
wave of the future. It is heartening to ·see important
developments like this taking hold first in the public
domain sector of our. computer culture, created by
talented individuals rather than commercial companies,
and supported by volunteer labors of love rather than
financial incentives. --Eel.]

nnn
GET THAT ARTICLE IN ON TIME
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MEET PLAIN JANE
(quality media at whole.ale price.)

Now you can buy Name Brand
Quality Diskettes at Wholesale Prices

ALL THAT PLAIN JANE LACKS IS FANCY PACKAGING

SSDD - $1.49 DSDD - $1.89
(Each in Quantities of Ten)
BUY 10 TEN PACKS - SAVE 10%

COD's:CASH or CASHIERS CHECK ONLY

[~ALL ORDERS Iiiiii "
~ FOB ~ V/SA :

ORDER TOLL FREE Integrated Computer Systems

:~~I~°o':~!~~~~~lIect) 129 North Randolph Stree
309·833·1157 Macomb,lIlinois 61455

MORROW SOFTWARE
MBACOUNT/$89.00: Small business double entry accounting. Up to 40 asset, 40
liabilities, 40 income, 80 expense& 20 capital accounts user assignable. Prints checks, P
& L, balance sheet, chart of accounts, single account details, check ledger, etc
Generates a printable detail journal for audit trail.
AIR, AlP, PAYROLL INVENTORY: These programs are available as either stand
alone software or MBACOUNT integrated modules. Stand alone $79.00 ea. Integrated
$50.00 e•.
PROFBILL/$149.00: Time keeping and billing for all professional people who bill at
various hourly rates. Handles 400 clients, 10 partners/employees. Prints billings,
statements, aged billings. partner/employee hours. etc. May be used stand alone or
integrated with MBACOUNT.
SBACOUNT/$79.oo: Small business single entry system. Up to 99 income and 99
expense categories. user assignable. Prints checks. P& L (month, quarter. YTD), single
account details. check ledger. Generates a printable income/expense journal for audit
trail.
MAILLIST/$89.00: Mailing listlfiling prllgram. 10 fields per record and up to 900
records per file, files limited only by disk space. Sort/print all or partial list by most fields
on 1.2, or 3 across labels on 80 col. printer. Search. add to, delete or edit by most fields.
MBADATAI$89.00: A data/base-filing system usable without learning any special
language or control codes. Up to 253 characters, 24 fields. 900 records per file. Sort,
print. display any fields in any location in any order desired. Menu driven with step by step
prompts!
STANFORM/$79.00: Need to fill out pre-printed forms? Then this program was made
for you! Generates programs for printing data in the proper location on any pre·printed
form that will fit into your printer. Each form need be generated only once as it is saved on
disk.
$FINANCE/$79.00: Personal finance. prints checks. posts to as many as 120 user
assignable expense categories, posts checks & deposits. reconciles multiple checking
accounts, etc. Similar program for up to 9 charge cards. !;:xtracts/prints listings for
various categories.
TOUCHTYP/$49.oo: Parallels high school/college level touchtyping course. Displays
typos. final score. Timed speed drill mode. Electronic typewriter mode converts your
printer to a one line memory electronic typewriter with settable margins, tabs, line
spacing, etc.
MSBCHART/$49.00: Prints alphabetized list of all variables & line numbers referenced
in any program written in basic cross referenced to the line number where used. A
godsend when writing or modifying basic programs.
Place your order or request FREE catalog by mail or if using COD or credit card,
telephone anytime of the night or day. Add $3.00 shipping & $3.00 additional for COD.
Shipment will be no later than next working day by 1st class mail. Californians must add
6% tax to prices.

~Micro-Art Programmers
••173 Birch Avenue. CayuGas, CA 93430 Phone: (805) 995-2329

Hub Reinforcing Ring.
Tyvek Sleeve.
Lobel.
Write PratectTab.
Meet. or Exceed. ANSI Standard.
lifetime Replacement Guarantee

100% certified Error-Free

AII' tangled up
in red tape?

Let Checks 1.4 uncomplicate
your home or business records

& increase productiVity.

CHECKS 184
-Conrlnuous checl~ pnnnng
-fl..epOrT sort on user defined caregones
- fl..epOrT sort on deducrlbles
-Mainralns list of accounrs, oddresses G accounr numbers
-Malnralns I,sr of standard monrhly paymenrs
- Possward security
-Seorch,ng. reconCiling. G archiving facilities
-Ideol for small business or IndiVidual

CP/M--l:8rjJ, PCDOS, MSDOS Formats
$49.95 Disl~ and Manual
$5.00 Manual Alone

For further informotion or orders:
FUTURE COMMUNICATIONS
210 We?t Genson Street, Atlanta. Georglo 30030

,Software for the Morrow! !.
, • I. , .

Alist $39.95
A simple, easy to use database for
generating and maintaining alphabetical
lists. You can have up to 10 fields per
record, with 254 characters per field.
Alist is Wordstar-Mailmerge compatible
and can sort on 1 to 64 different AND
OR conditions.

Math Fury - $24.95
This program was written by Michael
Roberts, a 10 year old computer whiz, to
assist his sister in her mathematics drills.
You are given addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division problems
within a 60 second period. The more
problems you get right, the higher your
score. This one is a must for any school

Alist plus $49.95 aged kids. •

An enh~nced yersion.of.ALlST, Whi~h Game Disk $49.95
allow arithmetiC functioning on any fields. .
'If has up to 40 data fields per record, You get the following games on one disk:
and can sort in ascending or descending Cribbage the pegged board game,Klon-
order. You are allowed greater flexibility dike solitaire, Pdice (poker dice), Dpoker
in producing print-outs and reports. (draw poker), Matcha matching game

and VerTTT (Vertical tic-tac-toe).

CalPlan $29.95
A calendar generator. Birthdays, an
niversaries and special holidays can be
included in the calendars along with the
standard National, Christian and Jewish
holidays. With CalPlan, you can design
your own weekly schedule and create a
daily planner to fit your needs.

LabelMaster $24.95
LabelMaster generates creative labels
using all the fancy features of the EP
SON printer. Mix high resolution
graphics and text in your customized
labels or forms. LabelMaster can even
serialize your labels.

Irata - Alist
2562 E. Glade
Mesa, Az. 85204
(602) 892-0015

Price includes disk, manual and shipping
via UPS ground. Terms: Company or
personal checks accepted, COD add
$2.50. Sorry no Visa or Mastercharge.
Az. residents add 6%. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

ALIST PLUS is also
available in MS-DOS
format.
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byArtZemon

PROBLEM SOLVING WITH MBASIC

Have you ever had a numerical problem that you
just could not quite solve with LogiCalc or SuperCalc?
If so then MBASIC could be just the solution you have
been looking for.

Now don't stop reading just because you don't know
how to program. As a matter of fact, that is the only
time in this article tha t I will mention the word.

A Little Background

MBASIC is MicroSoft's BASIC language interpreter.
It interprets complex) phrases like:

PRINT "Hello II

and does just what you would expect. It prints,
"Hello". It will also understand much more complicated
things like this:

PRINT (6 + 15) * 2

to mean that it should perform the necessary arithmetic
and print "42".

The MBASIC which came with your Morrow is vir
tually identical to the one which comes with a number
of other computers, including such prestigious machines
as the IBM PC (and clones) and Radio Shack's Tandy
Color Computer and Model 100. MBASIC is similar to the
Basic which comes with most of the other computers on
the market, e.g., Apple, Commodore and Atari. The
examples given here should work on any of those
computers.

A Beginning

Probably the best way to see what MBASIC can do
for you is to try an example. Imagine you have a
credit card with $500 charged on it. You want to know
how long it will take to pay it off if you send $35 per
month. The interest rate is 18% per year.

You do not need to remember any complica ted
formulas. The only ones you need to know are that the
interest rate per month is the yearly interest divided
by twelve and that the balance at the end of a month is
the balance at the beginning of the month, minus your
payment, plus the interest. Written a little more
concisely, here they are:

MI = Yl / 12
FE =BB - PAY + lC

where

MI is the monthly interest
YI is the yearly interest
EB is the ending balance for a month
BB is the beginning balance for a month
PAY is your payment
IC is the interest charged for the month.

The only even slightly complicated item here is
IC. The interest charged is the monthly interest rate
times the ending balance:

IC = MI * EB

This changes the second formula into three lines:

EB = BB - PAY
lC = Ml * EB
FE = FE + IC

OK, so now what? You have a bunch of
mathematical formulas sitting on a page and you still
do not even know the balance at the end of the month!
A fair enough complaint. Fire up MBASIC by putting the
appropriate disk in your Morrow and typing:

MBASIC

If you are using the menu system, then select the
appropriate choice from there. Once MBASlC is through
telling you about its copyrights, you can solve your
problem. In the following instructions, the things
you should type are preceded by "->". Do not type the
arrow; it is just a pointer to show you what to type.
My comments will be interspersed.
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Start by telling MBASIC to remember the yearly
interest rate.

-) YI = 0.18

Then let MBASIC calculate the monthly interest rate
from the yearly one.

-) MI = YI / 12

You may have noticed that MBASIC did not bother to
tell you what the monthly interest rate is. You have
to ask. To do so, just type:

-) PRINT MI

and you should see MBASIC print ".015" (1.5%). Nowyou
can tell MBASIC the beginning balance and the payment.

-) BB = 500
-) PAY = 35

Next you can tell MBASIC to calculate the ending
balance for you. Just type in the formulas from above:

-) EB = BE - PAY
-) IC = MI * ill
-) EB = ill + IC

Finally, make MBASIC tell you what the ending
balance is:

-) PRINT EB

to which MBASIC should respond, "471.975". Four hun
dred seventy-one dollars ninety-seven and a HALF
cents?! Well, MBASIC does not know that you are deal
ing with money. It "assumes" that you want as precise
an answer as possible and performs calculations accord
ingly. For now, treat MBASIC as a problem solving tool
and not as something with which you intend to arrive at
penny perfect solutions. With a problem such as this
(determining how long it takes to payoff a credit
card) the number of months is unlikely to change if the
pennies are not rounded correctly.

There are ways to tell MBASIC to compute pennies
exactly but they are beyond the scope of this article.
Similarly, if your problems need solutions which are
exact to the penny, then your needs are beyond the
scope of this article.

Back to the Problem

Up to this point you have told MBASIC that you
have a credit card with a $500 balance with 18 % per
year interest. After paying $35 on the credit card,
MBASIC told you that your balance will be $471.98.

We are getting closer to the answer to the
original question of how many months will it take to
payoff the bill. All that is now necessary is to make
the beginning balance $471.98 (the current ending
balance) and compute a new ending balance. You keep
doing this until the ending balance is zero (or less).

To effect this you need to type the formulas into
MBASIC in such a way that they will be remembered and
can be re-evaluated for each month. All you need to do
is type the same lines with numbers on the beginnings.
Just like this:

- ) 10 YI = O. 18
-) ·20 MI = YI / 12
-) 30 PRINT MI
-) 40 BE = 500
-) 50 PAY = 35
-) 60 FE = BE - PAY
-) 70 IC = MI * EB
-) 80 ill = FE + IC
-) 90 PRINT EB

You may be wondering why I numbered the lines by
tens starting at ten. The numbers are arbitrary as
long as they keep increasing. By numbering the way I
did, I have allowed room to insert more lines of code
at a later time.

You can verify that you typed the lines correctly
by typing:

RUN

after which MBASIC should again print the monthly
interest rate and the balance at the end of the first
month.

Now that MBASIC remembers the formulas, you need
to tell it to continue making payments until the
balance is zero or less. There are three additional
steps which MBASIC must perform.

1) Check if the balance is zero (or less). If it
is, then stop.

2) Make the ending balance of one month the
beginning balance of the next.

3) Go back and do the calculations again.

In MBASIC you should type the following lines:

-) 100 IF FE <= 0 THEN END
-) 110 BB = EB
-) 120 GO TO 60

Now go ahead and type "RUN" and watch what
happens. MBASIC will start by printing the monthly
interest rate. For each month it then prints the
balance at the end of the month. You should see a
column of numbers like this:

.015
471.975
443.53

67.003
32.4831

-2.55468

Note that in the last month you will only need to make
a payment of $32.48. If you send in a full $35 then
you will overpay by $2.55.
(continued)
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You finally have the answer to the original ques
tion. All you have to do is count the number of months
in the display--or have the computer do it for you! To
make MBASIC do the hard work just add a month counter
(named MO). Be careful here of the difference between
"oh" and "zero."

-) 25 MO = 0
-) 85 MO = MO + 1
-) 90 PRINT MO, ill

Now when you type "RUN" you should see two columns of
numbers, months on the left and balances on the right.
And the answer is right in front of you, 16 months.

Why Bother?

Virtually all spreadsheet calculators can give you
the same answer with less bother and less typing. So
why bother using MBASIC? There are two reasons. The
first is a matter of memory, yours and not the com
puter's. The second is a matter of flexibility.

If you are like me, you can remember the formula
for computing the balance on your credit card at the
end of the month. You cannot, however, remember the
much more complicated formula to directly calculate the
number of months necessary to payoff a loan of present
value PV, interest rate IR, and payment amount PMT.

As for flexibility, try this simple extension to
the problem if you are using a spreadsheet. It is now
June. You know that in October, November, and December
you will be spending an additional amount on the credit
card for holiday gifts. How will that affect the time
to payoff the loan?

Most credit card companies only charge you
interest on old balances. That is, the charges from
new purchases do not earn interest during the month
when the purchase was made. Therefore, you should add
any additional purchases into the ending balance after
all else is said and done. Furthermore, you need to
make MBASIC ask you how much in additional purchases
should be added. To do this, type the following pair
of lines into MBASIC:

-) 75 INPUT "ADDITIONAL PURCHASES"; AP
-) 80 EB = EB + IC + AP

That simple change will make MBASIC query you for
any additional purchases for every month in the cycle.
If you plan to make the first. payment in July and spend
an additional $50 in October, November and December
(months four, five and six), then just answer 50 for
those months and 0 for all the rest. MBASIC quickly
tells you that those three months of spending extend
the payment cycle by six months.

Another Example

Have you ever needed to produce a set of sign-up
sheets for some project? Were you just a bit dismayed·
at the prospect of carefully typing out a master with a
list of fifty numbers down the left side? Again,
MBASIC can be a real savior. The following program
might be just what you were looking for:

10 LPRINT "NAME", "ADDRESS", "PAID?"
20 N = 1
30 LPRINT N
40 N = N + 1
50 IF N <= 50 THEN GO TO 30
60 END

Note that this example will try to print on your
printer. Do not run it unless your printer is turned
on. If the printer is either unplugged or turned off,
then MBASIC will silently wait forever for the printer
to become available.

An additional advantage arises if you do not have
access to a free photocopying machine. You can just
type "RUN" multiple times instead of paying for the
copies.

A Bit of Perspective

I certainly do not mean to belittle spreadsheet
calculators or any of the other tools which you
acquired along with your computer. To the contrary, I
hope that I have shown how MBASIC can be useful at
times when the other tools are not. You certainly do
not need to be a programmer to use MBASIC.

I also have not bothered to use the more
"advanced" features of MBASIC in these examples. While
they may add something in the way of elegance to the
programs, I think that they are more difficult to
master when you are just beginning. In future
articles, if. interest merits, I may discuss the more
advanced concepts.

I hope this has piqued your interest. There are
very few numeric or data intensive problems which your
Morrow cannot help you solve. The trick is in finding
a way for your Micro Decision to assist you and save
you time in the bargain. If your first attempted
solution seems to be taking longer than a manual
solution, then perhaps you are using the wrong tool.

Questions?

If you have further questions, just write to me at
one of the following addresses: 4743 Matney Avenue,
umg Beach, CA 90807; MCI: AZEMON; CompuServe:
72406,3275

MICRO DECISION QUESTION AND ANSWER BOOK
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CHECKS AND BALANCES

FREE SOFTWARE HANDBOOK ONLY $17.95

(Handbook plus software disks $62.95. Disks only $54.95.)

DISKETTESI Special 25 disk prepacks
Single-Sided: $1.25 each $31.25 Box
Double-Sided: $1.45 each $36.25 Box
Includes warranty, envelopes & labels

$19.95
$17.95
$17.95

PERFECT WRITER ON THE KAYPRO @)

Easy-to-read tutorial for Perfect Writer users.
Unleash the power of Writer with this handy
reference book as only PeopleTalk could
produce it!
• Exceptional type-this-and-you-get that

reference section lets you look up a command
quickly and easily

• Focuses on all Kaypro models
All this for only $17.95

Features the top programs in public domain
• What they are
• When they're useful
• How to acquire them
• How they work
°If ordering disks please specify machine and disk format.

Supercharge your Kaypro with S.artkeyl @)

Only $44.95 to customize your computer.
Program your own keyboard to turn the most
used commands into ONE KEYSTROKE.

Also fro. PeopleTalk:
Wordstar and Friends for Kaypro 2 & 4
Perfect Manual for the Kaypro 2,
Perfect Manual for the Kaypro 4,

"The sky opened with a crack of thunder ... My checkbook had balanced ...
It hadn't balanced in 17 years. If anyone had told me that I would be
balancing my checkbook and enjoying it, I'd have suggested he was a
candidate for a rubber room!" Dave Gerrold Profiles

The incredibly easy-to-use accounting package
for personal and business use.
Super-low price $54.95
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

See your dealer or order direct:

PeopleTalk Associates Inc.
P.o. Box 863652- E I~I~ •
Plano, TX 75086 ~~ ~~~s
1-800-PT BOOKS ., ®

Please include product price in U.S. Dollars + $3 shipping and handling ($10 air
mail outside U.S.) Texas residents add 6% tax.



LOCKED OUT OF LOGICALC?
by Richard Anderson

Can't get at a LogiCalc file because you've
forgotten the password you assigned? Perhaps you
mislaid that little slip of paper you had it written
on? Well, you can actually help yourself out of this
dilemma.

Start by reading the LogiCalc file into memory so
you can inspect the first several bytes. There you'll
find a coded version of your errant password, which
LogiCalc has encrypted with a simple scheme, as a bit
of translation will reveal.

You can use either DDT or Ward Christensen's
wonderful public domain utility--DU, the most recent
version of which is available on BAMDUA Library Volume
15. (Send $8.00 for each volume to BAMDUA, Bay Area
Micro Decision Users Associa tion, PO Box 5152,
Berkeley, CA 94705.) While DDT is also effective, I'm
concentrating in this article on DU and hope you'll be
encouraged to try it, for it's a clever, facile
creature, and easy to use, once you play around with it
a bit. DU gives you the power to write anything,
anywhere on your disks, so be sure to work with a
backup.

In the case Pm now going to describe, DU is in
drive A and a disc with the very same LogiCalc file
under three different names is in drive B. One file
has no password. One has an odd password. One has a
halfway regular sort of password. I think you'll be
able to tell which is which.

Bring up DU on drive A, and a colon will appear as
a prompt. Type LB after the colon and hit return to
log onto drive B:- Enter "GO" (G, zero) at the next
colon, to direct DU to the start of the directory.
Then enter "D" at the next colon to dump the current
sector of the disc. Your screen will now look like
this:

The characters to the right, which are enclosed by
asterisks, are the ASCII representation of the hex
numbers to the left. The two digit hex numbers are
grouped into four sets of four. Those hex numbers
which do not represent printable characters are
displayed as periods. This swarm of numbers is the
beginning of the CP/M disc directory. (Miller's book
explains the whole works.) For our purposes we only
need to note a couple items.

Each file gets two lines. The first 00 byte in
the first line of a file's entry announces an active
file. Look in your ASCII-Hex table and you'll see that
the next sequence in the first line (4E4F50 41535752
444C4346) spells out the name of the NOPASWRD.LCF file.
You will notice that there' is no period between the
filename (NOPASWRD) and file type (LCF). That period
shows up in directories to make it easier for you to
read. CP/M doesn't need it.

The numbers on the second line of a file's entry
list the blocks where the file is actually stored on
the disc. Note how the first byte on line 10 is 02.
That's where NOPASWRD.LCF starts. Let's go there with
the command G02 (G zero 2). Then we'll display the
first sector of this block with the command D, which is
the very beginning of NOPASWRD.LCF. This will dump
another eight lines on your screen, but since we're
only interested in the password area, we'll save space
in this article by showing only two of the 8 lines
displayed by DU. After that we'll do the same with the
other two files. This is what you'll see, except for
the file names in parenthesis:

:G02
G=02:00, T=2, 5=33, PS=17 (OOPASWID.LCF)

:0
00 OCOI0000 00000028 64060EE7 E5001400 * (dV.ge ••• *
10 8DC80766 C80166A1 EA2C64FD 89EA2764 *.H.fH.f!j,d).j'd*

:G08:00
G=08:00, T=5, 5=9, PS=25 (ODDPSWRD.LCF)

:0
00 OCOI0000 0000031B 70280EE7 E5001400 * )(.ge •.• *
01 8DC80766 C80166A1 EA2C64FO 89EA2764 *.H.fH.flj,d).j'd*

:D
00 OCOI0000 00000F42 434445464748494A *•..•...BCDEFGHIJ*
10 4B4C4D4E 4F5066Al EA2C64FO 89EA2764 *KLMNOPflj,d).j'd*

:113

:GO
G=OO:OO, T=2, 5=1, P5=l

:0
00 004E4F50 41535752 444C4346 0000005E *. NJPASWRDLCF ..• A*

10 02030405 06070000 00000000 00000000 *................*
20 004F4444 50535752 444C4346 0000005E * .CDDPSWRDLCF .•• A*

30 08090AOB OCODOOOO 00000000 00000000 *................*
40 00504153 53574F52 444C4346 0000005E *. PASS/DRDLCF ... A*

50 OEOF1011 12130000 00000000 00000000 *................*
60 E5E5E5E5 E5E5E5E5 E5E5E5E5 E5E5E5E5 *eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee*
70 E5E5E5E5 E5E5E5E5 E5E5E5E5 E5E5E5E5 *eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee*

:GOE
G=OE:OO, T=7, 5=25, PS=33 (PASS\'ffiD. LCF)

Hold on, it's sixteen-finger time again. Those
are hexadecimal numbers up there, but they're not rowdy
and you'll find them well mannered once you massage
them with an ASCII table for hex conversion which you
can find in books like Alan R. Miller's Mastering CP/M
(Appendix A, p. 316). Each line shows sixteen bytes.

Now for the fun part. NOPASWRD.LCF has no
password! ODDPSWRD.LCF has the wierd password AZ{ %,
the AZ being a single character. PASSWORD.LCF has the
password AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA. If you look at the numbers
above you might figure out the code right now.
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See how on line 00 at the start of each file, the
first group of four bytes (OC 01 00 00) and the first
two of the second group (00 00) are always the same.
That's how LogiCalc knows it has a hold of one of its
own files. The next byte, the seventh one in from the
left, is where the files diverge. That is the where
the password begins.

In NOPASWRD.LCF, this seventh byte is 00, which
means that there is no password. In ODDPSWRD.LCF, this
byte is 03, meaning there is a three character password
assigned to the file. In PASSWORD.LCF the OF in this
seventh position indicates a fifteen character password
follows, since the hex number OF is 15 decimal.

Look again at the ASCII text for PASSWORD.LCF.
There you can see that it's password AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
has become BCDEFGHIJKLMNOP. ThatIs how LogiCalc

, encrypts your password. The ASCII value of A is 41,
for B it is 42, etc. The first character A (41) is
transformed into B (42) by adding 1 to it; the second
character A (41) is transformed into C (43), the third
character A (41) is transformed into D (44). The
fourth character A (41) becomes E (45), because 41 + 4
= 45! And so on.

LogiCalc only allows a fifteen character password.
In fact, if you try to enter more than fifteen
characters at the password prompt, LogiCalc will flash
an error message and immediately drop you out of the
program back to CP/M. If you enter fewer than fifteen
characters, LogiCalc fills in the field with its own
characters. Trace out the transformation of the
ODDPSWRD.LCF password--"Z{ %(lA 7B 25)--into IB 7D 28,
and then look at how the rest of the characters in its
password field are identical to what LogiCalc wrote for
that part of the NOPASWRD.LCF password field.

The odd password of ODDPSWRD.LCF is a token of the
fact that you can use just about any key on the
keyboard for a LogiCalc password, except "M because
that sends the same signal as the Return key. You
might even try function keys, though nasty situations
could easily crop up.

At this point it's a mild exercise to do the
reverse engineering needed to read your long lost
password. Look for the seventh byte on line aa to get
to the beginning of PASSWORD. (Of course, the computer
thinks of this as byte six because it likes to start
counting at zero.) See above how on line 00 of
PASSWORD.LCF this byte is OF. The hex number OF
transla tes to decimal 15. It means that fifteen
characters of password follow. In this case all the
bytes of the coded password will print as ASCII
characters, so you can simply subtract one from the
first character of the password to get A. Subtract two
from the second password character to get another A and
so on. If the coded bytes of your password don't
happen to wind up as printable characters, just follow
this same process working with the hex numbers them
selves. Your ASCII-Hex table shall guide you.
Remember that case is important, so there's a big
difference between Q and q.

Should you encounter difficulties while using DU,
type "?" at the colon prompt and you'll get a help
menu. An X at the prompt will get you back out to
CP/M.

If you wish to use DDT to inspect a LogiCalc file
that's in, let's say, drive B, enter "DDT
B:filename.LCF" at the A> prompt and hit Return. When
the file is loaded, there'll appear a "_II prompt.
Enter IDI00" and the beginning of the file will be
displayed. The format will be somewhat different from
DU, since DU strips the eighth (high) bit off each 8
bit ASCII character and DDT doesn't, but the necessary
information will be there. DDT will work fine for
this, but if you wish to inspect several files DU is
superior because you don't need to load them one at a
time.

You can easily use DU to change the password that
is encrypted in your file by writing in a new one right
on your disc. (In fact, you could use DU to rewrite
your entire spreadsheet, but that's another topic.) In
any case, armed with this procedure and DU or DDT, no
known memory fault of your own can keep you from your
LogiCalc files. D

You know, I sit here in my house looking out of
the window at all the people passing by, and I
think: But 1- have a computer!
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WE HAVE REMOTE!!
InterCONNECTtm allows your Morrow MDll/16/34
to be run REMOTELY! by other computers or
terminals. With InterCONNECT you can call
videotext services, bulletin boards, etc. and up/
download files. You can also transfer files with full
wildcards and error checking (will talk to Modem1)
between computers. Standard InterCONNECT
available for CP/M~8Q. CP/M~86.& MS-DOS.

DEALERS: Think of the time/money you'll save
not having to travel to your customers' site for
simple program and data file repairs, etc...

All this for only $150.00. Send orders to:

MICRO EASE, Inc.
4601 So. 50th St Suite 214

Omaha; NE 68117

toll free @ 1-800-835-7427 Extension 238.

ORDER TODAY!!

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

ATTENTION MORROW DEALERS!

The CTS MM300 Modem System

AVAILABLE NOW FOR ALIMITED TIME ONLY!

Technology &
Reliability
Your MM300 Modem System comes
with auto·answer/auto-dial capabili·
ty, operates full duplex at 300 band
asynchronous, and is Bell 103J com·
patible. The modem's modular jack
mates with a standard telephone
modular plug. You get a 90 day war·
ranty, and CTS will provide out-of·
warranty repairs for a flat fee of $25. Because your Mor
row is a quality computer, quality components have gone
into the manufacture of the CTS MM300. Yet, the entire
system is priced at the amazingly low price of $99 plus $6
shipping and handling.

plus $6

$99 shipping
and handling

Include a cashier's check or money order
for $105.°° ($99.°° + $6.°0 shipping and handl·
ing) for each unit ordered. Personal checks
are acceptable, but allow 4 weeks for
delivery. You may also request C.O.D. Sorry,
no credit card orders.

new

CTS CORPORATION
Knights Division

400 Reimann Ave.
SANDWICH, IL 60548

Connect to
Adventures

Fill out the enclosed order form and mail to:

How to order

From CTS Corporation, the most
reliable name in data communica·
tions, comes the MM300 Modem
System for the Morrow Micro Deci
sion Computers - MD1.;,-'MD2, MD3,
MD4. The system .includes adir'ect
connect 300 baud modem, a modular
connector cable, MITE software and
user manual. The MM300 allows you to connect your Mor·
row via standard telephone lines to other computers, in·
formation services, data banks and electronic bulletin
boards. Now. through the CTS MM300 Modem System.
you can connect to a whole world of enjoyment.
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$49
MasterCom

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS
MasterCom is a full featured, smart terminal
and file transfer utility for Morrow and other
CP/M computers and all IBM PC-DOS compat
ible computers. It is easy to use for the be
ginner, yet has the features and speed for the
advanced user. No long training is required.
You will be communicating immediately using
the descriptive pull down menus.

We are so enthusiastic about MasterCom
that we provide a 30 day money back guar
antee. If you don't like it, return it!

MasterCom can:
• Make your system a terminal to a HOST bulle

tin board or time sharing system (such as
Dow Jones, Compuserv, WestLaw, etc.).

• Capture data onto your disk and/or printer
from the HOST.

• Send text and program files to almost any
type of computer.

• Exchange any type of file using error correct
ing protocol with another MasterCom or
Xmodem Protocol equipped computer.

MasterCom includes the following features:
auto-dial, auto-answer, host mode unattended
operation, directory display, batch transfer, file
viewing, file rename, file erase, wild card file
specification, stored responses invoked by a
single key stroke, filter or ASCII display option
for received control characters, on-line selection
and revision of communication parameters.
MasterCom supports most file transfer proto
cols, including Christensen XModem, Xon/Xoff,
line at a time (time delay or handshake) and
speed throttle.

MasterCom is available in most disk formats. A
single user license is $49. COD, prepaid, Mas
terCard, Visa and authorized purchase orders
accepted. U.S. orders are shipped UPS surface
($5) or UPS air ($7). International orders
shipped airmail ($10). Same day shipment on
most orders. Call our software HOT LINE:

906/228-7622
The Software Store

706 Chippewa Square
Marquette MI 49855

Multimate. Word Perfect
Microsoft Word. Pfs-Write

WS 2000. IBM Writing Ass't.

expires ).

base has ~1 more words than
Random House and uses YJ less
disk space. Easy to install and
operate. Highly rated by dozens
of reviewers and users groups.
Special introductory offer, only
$79.95! (Regularly $124.95).
Add $2.50 shipping and NYS
residents add sales tax.
Okay! My check is enclosed for
$ (or charge my
VISA/MC acct. # _

Electra- Find

Improve your writing by find
ing the perfect word. Put your
cursor on a word and call up a list
of words with similar meaning,
from right inside your word pro
cessor! Pick one, and voila, your
new word replaces your old word.
It's so fast and easy you'll use it
all the time. Works with Word
Star(3.0. 3.3. 2(00). Multimate.
Word Perfect. MS Word. IBM
Writing Ass·t.. and Pfs- Write.
Specify word proc.. computer,
and operating system (MS/PC
DOS or CP/M 80). New data-

Writing Consultants
Suite 363, II Creek Bend Drive - Fairport, NY 14450
Orders only: 800-828-6293 Info: 716-377-0130

dealers and distributors please call or write

O'Neill Software
Box 26111

San Francisco, C~ 94126
(415) 398-2255

ELECTRA-FIND will retrieve words, sentences,
paragraphs, fixed length records, or blocks of text
between any delimiter. It saves retrieved material
in a new file or appends it to an existing one.

ELECTRA-FIND

THE

WORD

Find the right word

ELECTRA-FIND is a comprehensive and powerful
tool to help you extract and collect information.

For Morrow MD2 and MD3 computers
Only $50 plus tax and $4 for shipping from:

You can search for any word or phrase in word·
processing files, data-base files, ASCII files, or
other files. Documents can be searched just as
they are; indexing is not required.

MUltiple-file searches ••• Free-text searches •••
Phonetic searches ••• Exclusion searches ••• are now
all possible using a new search program:

FREE-FORM
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
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GETTING STARTED WITH MODEM PROGRAMS
by Mike Allen

[Ther~ are many ways to get started in the use of
modems and modem software. The easy way is to go to
your local users group and check out a copy of MOM? 40
or MEX, two examples of excellent public domain
communications software. You have to be careful to get
a copy that is tailored to your particular Morrow
machine and you have to remember that hard-disk MOs C!re
not the same as M02's and M03's in this respect. By
all means surround yourself with a bevy of experienced
advisors to help you install the software and to show
you how to ron it. Suppose you live far from any users
group, have no access to experts and, in short, are
completely on your own. Rather than write to some
distant users group for a copy of MEX or MOM?40, you
prefer the 'experience of pulling yourself up by your
bootstraps into modem-land. Then you can follow the
path mapped out by Mike Allen in this article. Some of
the editorial board felt that if we printed this
article it would give the impression, especially to
beginners, that it is a whole lot of trouble to get
your computer to communicate over the phonelines.
There are easier ways. But if you are up for a journey
of adventurous experimentation, try Mike's extensive
recipe; you are bound to learn a lot in the process.
And think of all the satisfaction you'll have when it
finally works! --Ed.]

Well, folks, you just dished out X bucks for a
fancy new modem and now you've discovered that you
can't do anything with it. Don't feel like the Lone
Ranger.

What you need is a program that will allow your
computer (a Morrow, of course) to talk and listen to
the modem. Once this is done, the modem should seem
transparent and it will seem like your computer is
talking to whatever you called on the phone lines.

There are many commercial modem programs
available. Your modem might even have come with one.
It has been my experience that none of the commercial
programs measure up to either of two public domain
programs: MDM740 by Irv Hoff or MEX by Ron Fowler.
"Public Domain"? That's fancy lawyer talk for "free."
These guys have spent hours upon hours developing these
modem programs and then are giving them away. Nice
people. Good programmers, too.

MDM? 40 is a very easy to use and easy to install
program. It has two "overlays" for the Morrow MOl, 2
or 3. M?MD-I is for the Rev. I boards and M7MD-2 is
for the Rev. 2 boards. Overlays are files with speci
fic information pertaining to one particular computer.
They enable you to suit a program like MDM740 to your
machine. Since I'm not familiar with the Hard. Disk
versions of the MDls , I shan't address them. [There are
MOll versions available using the aux. port. --Ed.]

MEX (the latest version I know of is 1.12) is more
versatile but more difficult to install. (For a good
look at this program, see "MEX, A Great PD Modem
Program" by Dee Pourciau in MOR, Vol. 2, #2, April
1985.) MEX does have the advantage of being able to ron
the CompuServe "A" protocol.

Now, after having waxed enthusiastic about these
programs, I shall say no more about them. Instead, 1111
explain how you can get these programs using that newly
acquired modem of yours.

Introducing PIPMOOEM

Most public domain programs reside in RCP/M's.
("RCP/M's? Here comes the smut, Martha!") Well, these
are Remote CP/M computers that some altruistic soul has
hooked to a modem so that poor folk, like you and me,
can benefit from all the neat programs and information
that has been gathered around the nation. BUT, now
comes the "Catch-22." To get the modem program, you
need a modem program. "0h no," I hear you say. "So
much for the free software." Not so, gentle reader.
Peruse on.

Getting your modem program running will actually
require two intermediate steps. First, you will have
to modify an existing program that was supplied with
your Morrow. (Don't worry, we'll actually make a modi
fied~. We won't touch the original program.) This
program will be called "PIPMODEM." It is a modifica
tion by P.L. Kelly of the "PIPII program supplied with
your Morrow. What this will do is allow you to
"capture" ASCII files. "Good God," I hear you say,
"What's all this jargon?" Put simply, it means that
you can take whatever is displayed on your terminal and
have it saved in a disk file. Capturing is okay for
files that are text, but won't work for actual
programs.

We will use PIPMODEM to "capture" a file from an
RCP/M called "MBOOT3.ASM." You will have to do a
little work to convert "MBOOT3.ASM" to IMBOOT3.COM" so
that you can run it, but not much.

So what does MBOOT3 buy us? Well, some pretty
Smart Fellers have done a lot of thinking about
transferring programs by modem and making sure tha tone
end got what the other end sent. In the CP/M
community, a protocol (an agreed upon method for compu
ters to talk to one another and let each other know
what is going on) has pretty much been accepted. It is
called the "Christensen Protocol," named after one of
those Smart Fellers, Ward Christensen. MBOOT3 will
allow you to get programs using this protocol. You
will use MBOOT3 to get MEX, MDM740 and a lot of other
neat stuff. I used an MD3 in this process. (With some
changes you can also do it with an MOl or MD2.)
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Well, let's press on. If you're using an MD2 or
MD3, the process will be simple. If you have only one
disk drive, it will be a little more complicated. I
shall assume you have two drives. Those of you with
one drive probably know more about getting around that
problem than I do.

DAD
SHLD
JMP
END

D
CONOUT+l
OLDSTRT

How to Create PIPMODEM

First, leave the Co-Pilot menu and escape <esc> to
CP/M. Then format and sysgen a fresh disk and stick it
in drive B. We'll call this disk our 'PIPMODEM disk.
Now put your NewWord (or WordStar) working disk into
drive A, and call it up. Log on to drive B, using the
"L" command. Now create a NON-document file (use liN"
instead of "D") called "PIPMODEM.ASM." Then type in
the following lines exactly as shown:

Now save the file and exit NewWord.

Volume 2, #3, June/July 1985

(Note: This is g
"zero" not "oh.")

My Comments

(Note: You don't
type the 11_". That
is a "prompt II from
the DDT program
saying that it is
ready for you to do
something)

(Note: if you are
using a MDl, type
instead:
"asm pipmodem.aaz")

Script

A>asm pipmodem.baz<cr>

A>ddt pip.com<cr>
NEXT PC
lEOO 0100
-ipipmodem .hex<cr>

CP/ M ASSEMBLER - VER 2.0
OISC
OOOH USE FACTOR
END OF ASSEMBLY

'-r<cr>
NEXT PC
lEOO 0000
-gO<cr>

A>save 29 b:pipmodem.com<cr> (Note: If you are
using an MDl, omit
the "b: II)

To make sure you have everything you need, type
"dir(cr>" and make sure that the files PIP.COM,
DDT.COM, ASM.COM andLOAD.COM are listed on the A disk
directory. You'll need them all.

Exchange your NewWord diskette in drive A with the
CP/M working diskette that you have made and hit
Control-C. You should come up with the A> prompt. [If
you see the B> prompt, type "A:<cr>" to get the A>
prompt.]

Okay, if everything went as expected, you now have
a program on your B drive called "PIPMODEM.COM." This
is your first stage modem program. You are now ready to
get the next stage.

A>era pipmodem •hex
A>

From now on, follow the "Script" exactly. All
characters in lower case are typed in by you.
Everything else should be spit out by the computer.

Note that the program is organized in three
columns. Use TAB's between each column. No extraneous
spaces. To check yourself when you are' done, see that
the program starts with 8 EQU statements, an ORG state
ment, 40 lines of code and an END statement. The EQU,
ORG and END statements can be found in column 2.

page 37

MDAT EQU OFEH
MSTAT EQU OFFH
RCV EQU 2
RCVT EQU RCV
OLDSTRT EQU 04CEH
CTLO EQU OFH
CTLZ EQU lAH
NOPAR EQU 7FH

ORG 100H
JMP NEWSTRT
JMP KSTAT
DS 3

BYTE DB 0
KSTAT CAIL $-$

ORA A
JZ MODIN

KEYIN CAIL $-$
CPI CTLO
JNZ NOO
STA OFLAG
JMP KSTAT

NOO CPI CTLZ
JNZ MODOUT
STA BYTE
RET

MODOUT OUT MDAT
MODIN IN MSTAT

ANI RCV
CPI RCVT
JNZ KSTAT
IN MDAT
ANI NOPAR
STA BYTE
MOV C,A

CONOUT CAIL $-$
LDA OFLAG
ORA A
JZ KSTAT
RET

OFLAG DB 0
NEWSTRT LHLD 1

LXI D,3
DAD D
SHLD KSTAT+l
DAD D
SHLD KEYIN+l
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Using PIPMODEM to Capture MBOOT3

By this point, you should have your Morrow and the
modern hooked up properly. You will also have to set
the baud rate prior to calling up the PIPMODEM program.
If you have a Rev. 1 board (no parallel printer port),
either set the switches to 300 baud or use the
"SETBAUD" program to set up for 300 baud. (Rev. 2
board owners should use the "SETUP" program to do the
same thing.) I do not suggest using 1200 baud for ASCII
capture. I have seen too many errors due to bad phone
lines at 1200 baud.

And now it's time for the acid test. Log on to
the disk that has PIPMODEM.COM on it (l1b:<cr>I1), then
type:

I1 p ipmodem mboot3. asm=inp: <cr> 11

You now should be able to talk (type?) to your
local RCP/M. Dial it up, using whatever procedure your
modem calls for. (Note that at this point your MD
should be talking to the modern, so if your modem can
accept commands, you can type them in now. Example: If
you are using a Hayes SmartModem, you could type in
I1ATD 123-4567 11 to dial an RCP/M whose phone number is
123-4567.) Several Morrow BBS's (Bulletin Board
System) and RCP/M's are listed in MOR (Vol. 1, #5,
December 1984, p. 54). By the way, a BBS may well also
be an RCP/M and vice versa. These are not exclusive
functions.

Once the phone connection is made, you may have to
type several <cr>'s before the RCP/M talks back to you.
It will probably start out asking how many NUlL's you
need. Answer O. You will then probably get a bunch of
bulletins telling you whom you have contacted and how
neat they are. It will then ask you some questions
such as your name and city. If you aren't willing to
supply this basic information, then forget about
RCP/M's.

It wasn't always this way, but because of the
abuse of the systems by certain twirps, it has become
necessary for the System Operators (SYSOP's) who have
put much time, effort and money into these systems to
check out callers--not only to protect themselves but
to make sure that legitimate users aren't locked out by
the aforementioned twirps.

So, it may take a few days before you are allowed
full access to whatever RCP/M you have called. That is
unfortunate, but that's the way things are nowadays.
You will probably be allowed to at least read messages
on the BBS-part of the system. By all means do so. If
nothing else, you will become familiar with the usage
of a BBS and may find something of interest on the BBS.
Most BBS systems will give you help anytime at any
level by typing an I1H" or a "?" depending on the
system.

The main thing to remember when on a BBS or RCP/M
is courtesy. There are other people who use the
system. Don't leave abusive or obscene messages!

Limit your time to what you actually need and in no
case more than one hour per day. If you have something
that you think is of general interest, by all means
leave a message to I1AIL" on the BBS.

Now, you have looked around at the messages on
the BBS and figure it's time for someone else to use
the system. What do you do? First, sign off the BBS.
It will probably be a command like "G" for goodby.
Type an I1H" or a II?" to find out. Most BBS's will
recover if you just hang up, but the SYSOP's appreciate
a "graceful" exit. Once the BBS has hung up on you,
just type a Control-Z ,and you will exit PIPMODEM.

You will now have a file on the same disk as
PIPMODEM.COM called "MBOOT3.ASM." It will contain
nothing, so erase it. The file is empty since we did
not give PIPMODEM the Control-O command to "capture"
whatever carne across the screen.

Ok, you've waited patiently, checking into the BBS
of your choice daily or so, and finally you get a
me~sage from the SYSOP saying that you have access to
the RCP/M. Oh boy, here we go. You give the proper
command (probably a I1CI1 for CP/M), and you get a bunch
more messages, telling you the roles for the RCP/M.
READ THEM! If they are going by too fast, a Control-S
will stop them until you've been able to read them. A
Control-Q should allow the RCP/M to proceed.

After all the roles and instroctions, you should
get the old familiar A> prompt or some minor varia tion.
You are now operating someone else's CP/M system f}"9m
your Morrow. He will have taken precautions (such as
removing the ERA command) so that the system can't be
roined, but by and large it operates just like your
Morrow.

Type I1dir<cr>." You'll see a directory of what is
on the particular disk and user area you have logged on
to. In general, anything that has a "Q" in the second
letter of the file extension (e.g. MORROW.DQC) is a
I1squeezedl1 file, anything with an extension of LBR
(e.g., MDM740.LBR) is a "library" file, and anything
with a OBJ (e.g., SD.OBJ) is really a renamed COM file.
(We'll get to these later.)

What you are looking for is a file named
I1MBOOT3.ASM." You may find a file called MBOOT3.AQM or
MBOOT3.LBR. The "3" may be missing. If you find
either the .ASM or .AQM files, the operation is simple.
First, you type a Control-O. This tells PIPMODEM that
you are ready to actually capture a file. Then,
depending on which file you foUnd, type:

type mboot3.asm<cr>

-or-

type mboot3.aqm<cr>

If the file doesn't have a "3 11 in it, omit the "3" wheri
you give the TYPE command. Most RCP/M's have a TYPE
program that will unsqueeze squeezed files while
/1 typing" them.
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Now you should see line after line of arcane
gobbledy-gook fly by on your screen. Don't let it
bother you. It's all going to a disk file, and you
don't have to understand it to use it. When this is
done, you'll get the old familiar CP/M prompt. Now
that you have gotten the file, leave the RCP/M by
typing "bye<cr>." After the RCP/M has hung up, hit the
Control-Z.

delete all lines after the line that says "END." Then
go back to the beginning (Control-QR).

In your cleaned up file, you will see a whole
bunch of stuff tha t probably means nothing to you.
Don't worry. Most of this is like taking a true/false
test in school except JIm going to give you a crib
sheet. Here is what you should see:

MBOOT3 Hiding in MBOOT .IBR

If you don't find the .ASM or .AQM file in the
RCP/M but do find MBOOT.IBR, say, there are two
possible routes to take to get your file. First, try
typing "ldir mboot<cr>" (assuming MBOOT.LBR was the
file you found.) If the RCP/M recognizes the "LDIR"
command, you should get a directory of files contained
in the .LBR file. One of those files should be either
the .ASM or .AQM file we were looking for. Hit the
Control-O and type:

ltype mboot mboot3.asm<cr>

STOCPM
ALTCPM
EXITCHR
ESC
FASTCLK
PMMI
OCH
INITREQ
MOOCTLP
MODSNDB
MODSNDR
MODRCVB
MODRCVR
MODDATP

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

TRUE
FALSE
05H
lBH
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
OFFH
1
1
2
2
OFEH

(This assumes that the .IBR file you found was
MBOOT.IBR and that MBOOT3.ASM was found inside the
library. The command is ltype (the letter liLli, not the
number "1") with the filename of the .IBR file without
the .IBR and then the full name of the file within the
particular .IBR file you wanted.)

From then on, things are as described before, and
the actions you take should be the same.

Now, if the LDIR command didn't work, the RCP/M
probably uses a utility called "LUX" to access .LBR
files. Type "lux mboot<cr>" (again assuming you found
MBOOT .IBR). You should get some kind of message and a
prompt indicating that you have accessed the library.
It may also give you a directory of what's in the
library. If it doesn't, just type "dir<cr>II and you
should get the directory. Find the .ASM or .AQM file
that you want. Type Control-O and then "type
mboot3.aqm<cr>II (if you found MBOOT3.AQM in the
library), and again things will fly on by.

When you are done, you have to exit the LUX
utility. This is done by typing Control-C. You should
then get the CP/M prompt and you can say bye<cr> and
Control-Z to exit PIPMODEM.

No matter which route you took, you should have a
file on your MODEM disk (the one with PIPMODEM.COM)
called MBOOT3.ASM.

Cleaning up MBOOT3.ASM

Now call up NewWord and log on to drive B and get
ready to edit MBOOT3.ASM, using the NON-document
mode.

First, you must delete all the extra junk that you
and the RCP/M typed. Delete all lines at the beginning
of the file until you reach a line that starts with a
";". Now go to the end of the file (Control:-QC) and

Depending on where you get MBOOT3.ASM, these lines
may look slightly different. If that is the case
you'll have to make changes so your MBOOT3.ASM will
look exactly like the above. The first line might
read, for example:

STDCPM EQU TRUE ;TRUE, IS THE STANDARD CP/M

The semicolon indicates tha t everything that
follows it on that line is a comment. The comment has
absolutely nothing to do with the program itself, but
just explains what that particular line is doing. You
only change what is immediately to the right of the
word "EQU" and to the left of the ";" if there is one.
Make sure you delete all of what was originally there
if you change it. Overtyping FALSE with TRUE can end up
with TRUEE which ain't right. Just be careful and you
shouldn't have any problems. When you are done, save
the file and exit NewWord.

Now we go back to CP/M. As before, be sure you
have your CP/M working disk in the A drive. Log on to
the B drive which should still have your MODEM disk in
it. Now for more Script. Same rules as before.

Script

B>a:asm mboot3.bbz<cr>

CP/M ASSEMBLER - VER 2.0

0537
005H USE FACTOR
END OF ASSEMBLY
B>a :load mboot3<cr>

FIRST ADDRESS 0100
LAST ADDRESS 04F8
BYTES READ 03F9
RECORDS WRITTEN 08

B>era mboot3.hex<cr>
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WOW. You're done. You now have a program called
"MBOOT3.COM" on your MODEM disk. See how simple that
was? Keith Petersen, who wrote MBOOT3 sure made it
easy for us.

Downloading Programs with MBOOT3

OK, sez you, now that I have it, what do I do with
it? Well, the first thing I suggest is that you get
some utilities that you'll need.

Remember that earlier I referred to "squeezed"
files and "library" files? Well the time has come to
explain them.

There is a primary law of cybernetics that says
that you'll always need more disk space than you have.
Some of those Smart Fellers I mentioned earlier have
found a couple of ways of using less disk space for a
given file or group of files.

The first method is "squeezing" a file. I don't
pretend to understand how it works, but I do know that
a "squeezed" file can save up to 70% disk space
compared to an unsqueezed file. As a result many
files, especially text files, on RCP/M's are squeezed.
You need to be able to unsqueeze them.

Now we're going to call back the same RCP/M, this
time using MBOOT3. Assume that we are going to look
for "USQ.OBJ." (Remember that a .OBJ extension on an
RCP/M is really a .COM file. So what we really want to
rename the .COM files as .OBJ files is to keep them
from being remotely run on the RCP/M. Again, the
twirps have made the SYSOP's life a little more
difficult!) Like PIPMODEM, MBOOT3 assumes that you
have already set up the baud rate that you wish to use.
Since MBOOT3 uses the Christensen Protocol, which does
error-checking while transferring files, you can safely
use a higher baud rate than with PIPMODEM. If you
kicked the cash for a 1200 baud modem, by all means use
1200 baud. It will take only 1/4 the time to transfer
a given file, and if you've had to use long distance to
find a RCP/M, it will make a difference on the phone
bill. Use the same procedure to set the baud rate that
you did with PIPMODEM.

Type"mboot3 usq.com." while you are still logged
on to your PIPMODEM disk. MBOOT3 will be ready to
receive a file sent in the Christensen protocol. This
time you won't see stuff flying by on the screen nor
will you have to edit the extra stuff out of the
finished file.

You go ahead and log on to your RCP/M the same way
you did using PIPMODEM. You then look for USQ.OBJ. It
might be called USQxxx.OBJ where xxx refers to the
revision number. The latest revision I know of is 1.20
so USQI20.0BJ would be the latest version of USQ. If
you decide to quit before receiving a file, just log
off the RCP/M and then type Control-E. If you find the
file you want, then you must tell the RCP/M to send it.
We will take the easiest case where the file is not in
a library. I will assume that you are going to get
USQ120.0BJ. Remember, no matter what the file is

called on the RCP/M it will be named whatever you
called it when you entered MBOOT3--in this case,
USQ.COM (mboot3 usq.com<cr> --remember?).

Controlling XMODEM Remotely

To tell the RCP/M to send the file, you type:
"xmodem s usqI20.obj<cr>". You will get a message from
the RCP/M telling you how long the file is and how long
it takes to send it. After this message, hit the ESC
key. The file will come flying across.

We now come to an unfortunate feature of MBOOT3.
When the file transfer is done, it exits to CP/M.
Depending on your modem and how it is wired, it could
hang up the phone which is not what you want at this
point. As I said befo~ most RCP/M's will
recover from a disconnect, but a clean exit is
preferred. If the modem does not disconnect, just call
MBOOT3 back up with a different file name and
continue where you were.

Getting files from libraries again depends on
whether or not the particular RCP /M you are calling
uses LUX or not. If it doesn't use LUX, then a file
from a library is sent by typing:

xmodem 1 librname file •ext<cr> "

(again, where "L" is the letter, not the number 1).
For instance, USQI20.0BJ may be in a library called
SQ/USQ.LBR. You would then type the following:

"xmodem 1 sq/usq usqI20.obj<cr>"

(You can, by the way, send the whole library
by typing:

xmodem s sq/usq.lbr<cr>.)

Later, you would then need a utility in your
machine to extract files from the library. [NULUII is
a good one. --Ed.] Now if the RCP/M uses LUX, it's
just about as simple. Get into the library by typing:

lux sq/usq<cr>

Once LUX has responded, just type:

send usqI20.obj<cr>

Again, as you did in getting a non-library file,
type ESC when you are ready to receive the file.

Now, you ask, what is the library jazz and what
good is it?? Well, if you've ever checked the file
sizes on your disk ("stat *.*<cr>"), you've probably
noticed that all the files are a multiple of 2K (at
least with my MD3.) [It is 4k for MD5, 11, 16. --Ed.]
The way CP/M works, it doesn't care whether there is
one byte or a full 2K, it will still use 2K of disk
space. This also means that if you have a file that is
1 byte over 2K, 4K of disk space will be used. Hence
quite a bit of disk space can be wasted.
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Well, some of those Smart Fell~rs figured that if
they could put a bunch of files together and tell CP/M
that they were really one file, they could save some
disk space. . It works. It also makes a convenient way
to organize your back-up disks. (You DO back everything
up!)

call them by their generic name. It makes for less
typing when you call them up.

There may also be .DOC or .DQC files of the same
name. These are the documentation that goes with the
program. By all means, get the DOC files too.

Going After Those Neat Utilities

Ok--bottom line. You probably want to get the
following utilities from your RCP/M before starting on
MEX or MDM740:

SQ.COM

USQ.COM

NULU.COM

Squeezer latest vers 1.12

Unsqueezer latest vers 1.20

Library utility. Does
everything you ever need to do
with a library. [Get version
1.1 or later. --Ed.]

One caveat. While a lot of the public domain
stuff is quite good (in the case of modem programs, I
feel that they are better than the commercial stuff),
some programs have just not been properly debugged.
live noticed that BASIC programs (in .BAS files) seem
to be big offenders in this respect. There is at least
one not-so-funny practical joker out there. There is a
program called VERDIR.OBJ (.COM to run) which will
trash the disk that it is run on and then display a
message to the effect that you've been screwed. NOT
FUNNY!

You'll soon learn to recognize the reputable
authors of good software and start looking forward to
their latest effort.

Remember, these files will be named .OBJ instead
of .COM on the RCP/M's but they need to be named .COM
on your MD in order to run. They may also have their
revision numbers stuck in the name. Don't worry. Just

SD.COM SuperDirectory - you'll never
use IIdir ll again. Now you can go and get MDM740 or MEX using MBOOT3.

I suggest that you get the DOC, INF or NOT (or their
squeezed equivalents; DQC, IQF or NQT) files first and
read them before deciding which program you want. If
you have any questions about this, feel free to write
to me (send a SASE): Mike Allen, 1006 Grandview Ave.,
Ojai, CA 93023. Happy modeming. a

Add a MORE-CLOCK

Central Software
1323 Broad River Rd.

Columbia, South Carolina 29210
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THE SMARTEST MODEM OF ALL
by Daniel Drasin

You may not believe this, but I don't own a
Morrow. I'm a card-carrying telecomputing junkie with a
wheezy old Kaypro II and a cute little Radio Shack
Model 100. But I've written this review because 1) I'm
a friend of the MOR crew, and 2) I recently discovered
an unusually "smart" communications package that worKs
with both of my mutually incompatible computers. It
will also work with your Morrow, and whatever else you
happen to have lying around. It's also expensive. But
depending on your needs, it could save you money in the
long run.

The Visionary 100 (300 baud) and 1200 (300/1200
baud) should be thought of not strictly as modems but
as complete communications systems that seem to equal
or outperform most conventional hardware-software
packages in terms of features, convenience, and automa
tion above and beyond the call.

For example, using nothing but a simple "dumb"
terminal program on your microcomputer, you can easily
program the Visionary to auto-dial, auto-log-on,
capture and transmit text and binary files to and from
its own nicad-protected internal memory (expandable up
to 48K), check and correct transmission errors, and
automatically reset its parameters for compatibility
with different remote systems. Once programmed, the
Visionary can be disconnected from its local terminal
(your microcomputer) and will perform many of its
functions completely unattended. This leaves your
computer free fo perform other tasks, or (Pivot owners,
take note) to leave the premises!

For example, say your business leans heavily on
electronic information exchange systems that make you
drop what you and your microcomputer are doing to dial

up and log on several times a day, just to find out
whether you've got mail or other information waiting.
With the Visionary on-line, you can have your mail
delivered (or sent) without disruption or distraction.
You can program it to access your information or
conferencing systems at strategic hours or intervals
(perhaps timed for lowest rates, time-zone compati
bility, etc.) and upload and download information as
needed. If it has captured something for you hot off
the wire, a blinking light announces "mail waiting." If
not, it sits quietly and leaves you alone.

The Visionary can also auto-answer and store
incoming messages transmitted from individual remote
computers, other Visionary systems, and Telex networKs
such as Graphnet while your microcomputer system is
otherwise engaged. All incoming messages are date-and
time "stamped" by the unit's built in digital
clock/calendar. And the Visionary can execute these and
other functions even while you perform off-line
operations such as programming it, creating and erasing
files in its memory, or reading previous messages.

The Visionary has a complex personality, but I was
able to master its commonsense operating scheme without
a great deal of difficulty. According to the manu
facturer (I haven't tested this), the Visionary is
already Hayes-compatible. If you type MONITOR on its
local terminal, it turns into a dumb modem you can use
immediately with no further instruction, just as you
would any other dumb modem. But by typing a few simple
commands, you can take it into more interesting
dimensions.

After you've done some simple programming on the
unit, you can really "boogie." Following the MONITOR
command, type in, say, DIAL COMPUSERVE, and the
Visionary will oblige. A couple of Control-C's will
take you back to command level, where you can tell the
Visionary to SEND a previously stored file, or CAPTURE
incoming information, or, when it is finished, simply
Control-D(isconnect the call). At the command level,
any number of other self-evident commands may be
entered manually or stored as program files to
accomplish a variety of automated or semi-automated
operations.

How to create and store a file in the Visionary?
Type any word followed by a colon. This creates a
filename and cues the Visionary to load your following
text into its memory. If that text consists only of
numbers, it automatically becomes an auto-dial "number"
file. If the text begins and ends with quotation marKs
or other non-alphanumeric "delimiters," it is stored as
a "text" file. Otherwise, it is interpreted as a
"program" or "custom command" file which you can
activate at any time by just typing its name.
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To see a directory of files in memory (including
received messages), type LIST. To view the contents of
any file, type, e.g., PRINT THISFILE. To delete a file,
type ERASE THATFILE, and so forth.

Since I'm not much of a programmer, I appreciate
the Visionary's plain-English programming language.
Here's one "custom command" I wrote: a program I've
named GETMAIL, which automatically dials up and logs on
to my MCI Mail "advanced" account every afternoon and
downloads any waiting mail into a text file called
NEWMAIL. Note the few "speciaJl' commands such as "AM",
which means Carriage Return. "LOOP" means "send
carriage returns until the remote system responds."

GETMAIL:
AT 3:30 PM EVERY 1 DAY
EVERY 2 MIN IF BUSY EVERY 2 MIN IF NOANS
DIAL MCI
LOOP
AWAIT "User Name:" SEND "MYNAMEAM"
AWAIT "Password:" SEND IIMYPASSWORDAMII
AWAIT "INBOX has ll SEND IIPRINT INBOXAM"
CAPTURE NEWMAIL.

(I've also successfully programmed the Visionary
to log on to CompuServe and several conferencing
systems--CONFERand NOTEPAD. According to the manu
facturer, the latest versions of the Visionary can be
programmed to recognize lIambiguousll or II wildcardll

system prompts, further insuring successful log-on's to
a greater variety of on-line services.)

Some other typical command strings you might use
are: MEMORY (display amount of free memory left),
SEND THATFILE (transmit a text file named THATFILE),
SET DU=F (switch to full duplex transmission), SET DI=T
(change from pulse to tone dialing), or STAT (display
transmission parameters and status of pending outgoing
messages, i.e., sent, busy, no answer, transmission
error, etc.).

I found the Visionary's documentation thorough and
easy to read, but since the Visionary is a new kind of
device, I took pains to read the owner's manual very
carefully and systematically. I also found some of the
terminology confusing: for example, the user's local
computer or terminal is called the IIhostll--a term
usually applied to the remote system (most often a
large mainframe computer located in a distant city).

On the down side, I should also add that earlier
developmental versions of the Visionary I tried had
some bugs in their text editors, and sometimes dropped
whole files from memory--a serious "bug" indeed. But
the operating system has since been completely
rewritten and simplified, and such lIaccidentsll do not
seem likely to happen in current production units.

Used as a IIdumb,1I semi-automated, or Hayes
compatible modern, the Visionary allows you to use all
the features of ordinary commercial or public domain
communications software, including the XMODEM error
checking file transfer protocol. That's fortunate,

because you wouldn't want to use the Visionary's built
in error checking system to download binary files; it
works by transmitting one byte or character and waiting
for full-duplex feedback from the remote system. If an
error is indicated, it sends a back-space and re-sends
the byte. This simple technique works perfectly
between two Visionaries or when uploading to any full
duplex host system, but for guaranteed downloads, stick
to X.MODEM.

It's also necessary to keep an eye on the amount
of free memory available in your Visionary: When it
runs out of memory, the unit will abort any incoming
downloads and echo asterisks back to the sender to
indicate 11 memory full." This could be confusing to the
uninitiated or to the remote system. On the receiving
end, a blinking IImemory full" light warns the user tha t
the last incoming message may not be complete, but
this, too, could be ambiguous--for example, if the
message had been aborted precisely at the end of a
paragraph.

The Visionary units retail for a hefty $595 to
$1095, depending on maximum baud rate and installed
memory capacity. But, depending upon your needs, it
might be worth it. To summarize, the Visionary is not
IIjust a modem,1I but plays a variety of roles:

A friendly and exceptionally versatile piece
of communications software, compatible with any
microcomputer running a simple terminal
program.

(continued)
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Single-Disc, Menu-Driven Alternatives to the PEARL

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
SPECIALIZED DATA BASE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

for
MORROW MICRO DECISION COMPUTERS

Other Data Base Management Programs Available:
Album List (keep track of your record albums,
books, tapes, etc.), Record (phonograph) List,
Note Pad (keep and retrieve notes on anything),
Address and Phone Book (without comments).
Vocabulary (list and search for words and defini
tions; used by translators and for word drills).
We will also CUSTOMIZE programs for you. Programs
are also available for IBM-PC/XT.

-- A modest text editor, operating system, up to
48K memory bank and modem, for "dumb" CRT
terminals, portable printing terminals, many
electronic typewriters, and even pocket
computers.

-- A memory-expanding "base station" for lap-size
computers.

-- A desktop or remote dial-up buffer for trans
ferring files from field-based portable
computers into office-based word-processors and
data systems.

-- A fully automated message transfer system,
linking together any number of separate
bulletin boards, conferencing systems,
databases or individual users.

-- A full-time, on-line Telex receiver and pro
grammable transmitter (it will automatically
send the Telex "answerback" string).

For most readers of MOR, a good Hayes-compatible
300- or 1200-baud unit coupled to your microcomputer
will fill the bill splendidly at half the cost or
less--and modem prices do seem to tumbling these days.
On the other hand, if time, equipment allocation, and
convenient electronic communication are important
considerations to you, the Visionary mega-modem might
just be for you. [Copyright © 1985 by Daniel Drasin.
All Rights Reserved.] aKCS SOFTWARE

927 Mears Court
Stanford, CA 94305
(415) 493-7210

SEND FOR CATALOGl

Satisfaction
Guaranteedl

ADDRESS AND PHONE BOOK PLUS COMMENTS. PB+
is a speciarrz~ iiieiiU driven, data base
management program for listing names, addresses,
phone numbers, and a line of,comments. There are
routines for entering, deleting, correcting,
searching (for last name, city, state code, zip
code, area code, or a word or phrase in comments)
alphabetizing by last name, sorting by zip code,
printing to screen or to printer (all the data or
just mailing labels). Ways to modify this program
for your special needs are included in the MANUAL.

Get the Proportional Printing Program which

REALLY WORKS!

PropStar gives type-set quality true propor
tional spaced printing from unmodified NewWord and
WordStar dOQument files. Prints on daisy-wheel prin
ters with ps type-wheels, including Diablo, Qume,
NEC, Brother, C-Itoh, Juki, Silver-Reed.

PropStar is a stand-alone program, not a patch
to your w.p. program, gives higher quality print than
modified WordStar. PropStar follows the rules for
typesetting, maintains correct spacing between let
ters, never crowds text in short lines or lines with
many caps. PropStar increases letter spacing in
"bold" text to avoid run-together letters. PropStar
doesn't move text from one line to another, you get
what you see on your w.p. screen. PropStar supports
most WordStar and NewWord print features.

Available on CP/M 811 and 51/4" formats including
MD-2/3/11. MS-DOS version comes on 51/4" PC media.
Only $ 49.95, Visa & M/C accepted, or send check with
order and we pay postage. Specify computer and prin
ter models.

C CIVIL
r.~- COMPUTING

CORPORATION
21 1I Research Drive. Suite I
Livermore. California 94550 (415) 455-8086
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ADDING THE Z-CLOCK TO AN MD3
by John Williams

I'm a tyro. I admit it. I don't know BASIC or
PASCAL or C or COBOL or Assembly Language or...well,
you get the picture. But I did survive adding a clock
to my Rev. 1.3 MD2 (now MD3)--and the machine did too,
by the way. A computer clock is a little device that
you can add to your MD to enable programs to set the
da te and time and read them back again.

How I got to add my own clock is a bit of a story.
About 8 months ago I decided to start a bulletin board
system for my bicycling magazine using my Morrow MD2.
I started looking for software but found nothing in the
commercial realm that would work. Rave software
reviews sent me after Ebert's Bread Board System (TBBS)
but, alas, there was no Morrow version.

However, when I called Ebert's Personal Computers
in Colorado, the people there assured me that it would
be easy to put together the drivers for my machine.
Sure. I hardly knew what drivers were, let alone how I
could put them together.

When I started getting MOR, I began calling Morrow
bulletin board systems and one thing led to another. I
liked the BAMDUA BBS software so I left a message for
the Sysop, Sypko Andrea (MOR Editor). He told me the
program came from Tom Chambers, Sysop of the Seattle
Morrow group's bulletin board. I called Tom and he
gave me some advice.

"First," he said, "upgrade to an MD3. You need
more storage than you get with single-sided disk
drives. Meanwhile, I'll compile your BBS program for
you if you send me a disk." With an offer like that I
couldn't refuse! Off went the disk to Tom, and off
went my MD2 to the dealer for two new half-height,
double-sided disk drives.

Getting used to having one drive above the other-
standard in MD3's--was novel for this MD2 user. With
the keyboard shoved up near the computer, I found it
was hard to get a disk in the lower drive. I almost
wished for myoId set-up back•••almost. That 384k
per drive was awfully nice!

When the BBS software arrived, I noticed it
included a clock function, but when I asked Tom about
it, he said it was written for a machine with two
serial ports: one for the modem and one for the Hayes
chronograph. My Rev. 1 MD2 (now 3) has only one serial
port.

Meanwhile I'd still been looking at that lit
erature about Ebert's Bread Board System and had
noticed something called the "Z-Clock." This nifty
little gadget to keep track of time and date looked
like a little circuit board and had a tiny built-in

battery to keep the clock running. Installa tion looked
simple enough--the Z-Clock plugs into the socket of the
Z-80 microprocessor chip on the motherboard of the
computer. I called the Ebert's BBS and asked the Sysop
Dave ifhe thought the Z-Clock would work in my Morrow.
He thought so. But the main requirement was that the
Z-80 chip had to be "socketed." All early Morrow's had
this socket; later versions have the Z-80 soldered in.
Also, there would have to be enough clearance between
the motherboard and the disk drives inside the computer
box, because the Z-Clock board plugs in where the Z-80
normally does, and then the Z-80 has to plug in on top
of that.

To find out if I had a socketed Z-80, I turned off
my machine, pulled the cover off the computer, pulled
the cables and power supply wires off the disk drives
and then removed the drives, being careful to label the
cables/power cords (A or B). The Z-80 is right below
them.

The good news was that the Z-80 was socketed. The
bad news was that there was evidence of an overheating
problem. The clearance already seemed a bit close for
installing the Z-Clock, yet more ventilation space was
needed. So I de<;:ided to try mounting the drives side
by-side, like in the MD2. I wanted to put them up high
so there'd be lots of clearance for both the Z-Clock
and some air circulation to cool things down a bit.

Meanwhile, I had ordered the Z-Clock ($89.95 +
postage from Ebert's Personal Computers, 4100 SParker
Rd, #305, Aurora CO 80014). I went off shopping for
the brackets I'd need to mount the disk drives as I
planned. Maybe in some communities there are lots of
neat computer "nuts 'n bolts" hardware stores but not
in Missoula, Montana. I ended up at Coast-to-Coast
Hardware, wandering the aisles.

Pipe hangers looked like they'd work. I mashed
these little maleable steel goodies into the right
shape (L bracket) with a bit of effort and a hammer.
Then, with an electric drill, I put the mounting holes
where needed. A friend, Bob Perrier, and I set to work
with small machine screws and the home-brew brackets.

With a bit of bending, we were able to get the
brackets to hold the drives pretty level. We plugged
them in (remembering to get the cables and power supply
cords right) and--presto!--they worked fine.

Next, we took the little plastic front cover that
normally goes to the right of the drives and cut it in
two (horizontally); one half fit below each drive.
There's a little gap between the drive and the cover
which I filled with some black tape. Not elegant but
functional.
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A few days later the Z-Clock came, packed in lots
of styrofoam. I took it home and, again with Bob's
help, was able to take out the Z-80 chip (which I did
very carefully with a small screwdriver), plug it in on
top of the Z-Clock and plug the whole works back in the
socket where the microprocessor had been.

Looking over the clock's documentation, we found
two MBASlC programs. One set the clock to the proper
time and date, and the other read it back. We keyed
both progams in--neither of us understanding what we
were doing--and called up MBASlC to execute them.

It seemed to work! We set the time and date using
the first program. It asked the year, month, day,
hour, minute, second, whether it was a leap year and
whether we wanted a 24-hour or 12-hour clock.

Then we ran the second program to check the time.
The clock worked like a charm. Still does--whether the
computer is turned on or off. We had a power outage a
few weeks back, and I reset all the clocks in the house
using my little Ebert's Z-Clock!

[Editorial note: Dave Ebert runs a public bulletin
board (303-690-4566) and two companies. One is Ebert

Personal Computers (a retail store in Aurora,
Colorado, 303-693-8400) and the other is E-SOFT which,
among other things, manufactures and distributes the Z
CLOCK. In a long conversation with Dave, I found out
that the current version of the Z-Clock has a problem-
it is not compatible with all Z-80 based computers.
John Williams was just lucky that he tried it out on an
MD3 and not on an MDIL

If a computer uses either the Z-80 Intenupt 0 or
Intenupt 2, the Z-CLOCK is likely to lock up the
system when it detects an intenupt. (Dave mentioned
that the MDll, for one, has this problem; there may be
others as well.) Since the Z-Clock itself does not use
intenupts at all, the Z-CLOCK board is being rede
signed to eliminate interference with the intenupts.
The new version will work with all Z-80 based com
puters.

The Z-CLOCK board is about 3" by 3". Some computers
have a space problem, so the new Z-CLOCK board will
come with a short (4" - 6" long) cable to plug into the
Z-80 socket and a supply of double-sided sticky tape
so that you can attach the board wherever there is room
inside the computer.

But what if you already have a "piggy back" board
plugged into your Z-80 socket--say, for an additional
hard-disk or RAM disk or Co-processor board? Can you
plug the Z-CLOCK right on top of that? Yes, Dave tells
me, if there is sufficient clearance to accomodate all
the plug-in boards (and if you have enough power, and
if things don't get too hot). However, you may have to
get a stronger power supply for your Morrow--as well as
a fan or a small refrigerator unit.••just kidding.

Luckily, all hard-disk Morrows have a socketed Z-80.
But many floppy-based Morrows (MDI, MD2 or MD3) have
the Z-80 soldered in. The only way to find out is to
open up the box, remove the drives and look. The
Revision number (l or 2) of your integrated circuit
board does not give you a clue whether your Z-80 is
socketed or not. If it is labeled "Assembled in
Korea," then you can be reasonably sure it has a Z-80
socket, but if it is a Kohjinsha board made in Japan,
you are most likely out of luck. However, you can have
your Z-80 removed and replaced by a socket, but leave
tha t kind of surgery to a qualified technician who has
appropria te tools.

Speaking of tools, John Williams did manage to
remove his Z-80 with a small screw driver--and a great
deal of care--but this is a risky method because the
chip is easily damaged. However, as Stan Young reminds
us, Z-80's are easily obtained. Be sure to get the
4 mHz part (Z80A), not the cheaper 2.5 mHz part (Z80).
A 6 or 8 mHz part can also be used, though they will
still run at 4 mHz. Still, the best approach is to do
it properly from the beginning--and use a chip puller.

The Z-CLOCK runs on a tiny lithium battery that will
probably outlast your computer, unless you have a
Morrow, of course. This means that the clock keeps
running with the computer power off.

Nearly all CP/M-based software is ignorant of
clocks. Therefore your Z-CLOCK is useful only if you
write your own software capable of reading it. Watch
the ads--something useful may come on the market.
--Ed.l
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PROPORTIONAL SPACING

PRINT PROCIWt for WordStar

Print multiple fonts, GRIIK letters,
m graphics., and even a personalized
letterhead on your Hannesmann Tally 160L,
Prowrf ter 8510A, or 01<1 data 92 dot matr1 x
printer using WordStar or NewWord. Most of
the usual print controls and special
printing effects, too. Take full advantage
of your pr1nter 1s capabilities! C.ltoh the
Prowriter people use it, shouldn1t you?

II II II II II

Oi skette and manual only $39. 95 plus $2. 00
shipping. CA residents add $2.40 state tax.
Sorry, no COD or Credi t Cards. Speci fy
di sk format and pri nter model wi th order.
Many CP/M-SO 5-1/4 1 formats available

-Morrow, of course.

Louis E. Wheeler
P.O. Box 888

Oceano, CA 93445

Back issues are available for $3.00 $18 a year is all it takes to get MOR
each, including postage. (Five issues of delivered to your front door every other
Vol. 1 published in 1984; bimonthly in month. That's less than the cost of a
1985, starting with Vol. 2 in February.) box of cheap floppies!

If you own a Morrow
then you need MOR

Please allow 8 weeks for new subscription service
to begin and for change of address to take effect.

• • •

-------------------------------~-----------------------

SUBSCRIPTION AND CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM
Name _

Address _

City State __ Zip _

Send to: Morrow Owners' Review
Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705, Attn: Subscriptions

o One year S18.00 0 Two years $32.00

o Check enclosed 0 MasterCard 0 VISA

Card # _

Expiration Date _
Signature _

SPECIAL MAILING COSTS: For Fir~t Class, add SIO/yr. for US, Canada & Mexico. For all other countries, add SIO/yr., for surface mail,
add S40/yr. for Airmail.
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CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE: MD-3 w/MDT 50 Term. All software, PLUS
Dustcover, Rolltop File Ex w/I£>ck, I Ex DSDD Disks
Never Used. No Warranty. Must. Sell! PRICE: $1,000
CONTACT: Eleanor (415) 621-4327 AM/PM S.F., CA

KAMAS outline processor (see ad April IDR) $99
INFOSTAR $99. DATEBCX:lK II (8") $79. Printer cables
(parallel) $19 (6'), $24 (10'). Aabacus, P.O. Box
97, Sandy, OR 97055. 503/668-8157

I--------"~-o ~

DEALER ClDSroUT. UPGRADE your 3E or 5E with
Supercalc, Personal Pearl, Quest, MBasic $149.
SMARTKEY $39. MEX 1.12 PD modem software for
MORROW MD5/11 $15 (see April MOR). Aabacus, P.O.
Box 97, Sandy, OR. 97055. 503/668-8157.

FEMALE HACKSTER responding to Male Computer Buff
ad of last issue. Where are you, man? Have been
calling all the BBSs for you and you just ain't
there! You scared or something? I'll promise not
to send my photo or call voice. If BBSs are too
hot for you, try the WELL, it's safe there. C'mon!

FRIENDLY TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ReachOut is a menu-driven telecommunications pro
gram that works with any modem, including the CTS MM-300
Modem System. The current version includes a super-sim
ple auto-logon capability that is guaranteed to work every
time, a printer buffer that permits printing while on-line
without loss of characters (regardless of printer speed), and a
comprehensive auto-answer/host mode. Installation is
accomplished with as little as three keystrokes. Make first
call, with logging, typically in less than ten minutes. The
manual is written in easy-to-use I easy-to-understand,
style and includes an index and glosary. Full end-user
telephone support is provided by the manufacturer. No
"MODEM 7" limitations, commands to remember, or other
problems. ReachOut is reviewed in Morrow Owners'
Review #2 & #3. A special version is available for all
Micro-Decision computers at a price 40% less than the
standard version. Send $125.00; $132.50 if shipped to
California address. Includes shipping by U. P. S. ground. For
trade-in on MITE, send disk, manual, and $65.00 only.

Applied Computer Techniques
21 Cottonwood Drive, San Rafael, CA 94901

(415) 459-3212
• 30-day, money-back, guarantee •

PRINTERS --- SILVER REED EXP 550, SERIAL, LETI'ER
QUALITY DAISY WHEEL, 18CPS, WIDE CARRIAGE, PRIm'S
BIDIRECTIONAL AND PROPORTIONAL SPACING. STILL IN
MFG. CARTON. ONLY $295.+SHIPPING, CA. RES. ADD
6.5% SALES TAX. VISA,MC. GROUP SEVEN, 2255G MARTIN
AVE., SANTA CLARA, CA. 95050, (408) 970-9898

COMPUTER DESKS -- FOR YOUR COMPUTER AND PRINTER.
26"X48", REVERSIBLE DRAWER, SLIDING SHELF, PRNTR
PAPER SHELF,AND SHELF FOR TERM. OAK VINYL FINISH.
$75 + SHIPPING, READY TO ASSEM. CA. RES ADD 6.5%
SALES TAX. VISA, Me. GROUP SEVEN, 2255G MARTIN
AVE., SANTA CLARA, CA. 95050 (408) 970-9898

Compu/CHART - The Stock Trend Analyzer. 3 1/2 
month charts with 3 moving averages; buy/sell
alerts; last trade reminder; 4-stock comparisons.
$99.95 + $3.00 shipping. CA residents add $6.50
tax. NewTEK Industries, PO Box 46116, Dept. s,
IDs Angeles, CA 90046 (213) 874-6669

RECHEX:K finds typos your spelling checker won't:
unpaired printer codes, improper capitalization,
rrore. Counts words, too! TYP~WR turns your
computer/printer into a dumb typewriter. Both for
just $19.95 + $2 S&H, for all MO's. studio700,
Dept. M, 2108-16th Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 554'04

GEURIN LEASING SERVICE offers. to all Morrow OWners
(our kind of people) a special low rat.e on all new
car, truck and van leasing for both business and
personal use. Please call (714) 828-8810 or write
to G.L.S. 8651 Avon Cir. La Palma, CA 90623

Add-on disk drives for HD3. Teac Double-Sided,
Double-Density. Includes Power Supply, chassis and
cabling. Instructions and 90 day warranty is also
included. If interested, contact or write Donald
Kelly at (408)257-7255 c/o CTH Design Inc., 10381
S. DeAnza Blvd. Ste. 205 CUpertino, Ca. 95014.

Z80 Assembly Language PR<X;RAMMING (CP/M Systems) ,
dBase and pascal prograrrrning.
Negotiable rates,free estimates.Big and small
jobs. Call John SChork (201) 534-2119, orwrit.e
Box 67 Lebanon,N.J. 08833

DAILY REMINDER is a year-round computerized
notebook and appointment calendar for home or
office. Monthly calendar highlights important
events; features daily printout.s.
$39.95 plus $2.00 S&H from INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER
PRODUCTS, 346 No. western, IDs Angeles, CA 90004P
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We Support Your Decision
Trantor Systems Quality Products for Your Computer

Hard Disks 11 MBYTE

23 MBYTE

35 MBYTE

47 MBYTE

The WEBTM Network
Converts up to 4 corp.puters into
a powerful network with .your
rrantor Hard Disk.

Available with 5 MBYTE removable
cartridge. (As shown) From $1295 complete.

Both with full support software, cables and 6 month warranty

WestWind
COM PUT E R
FORMERLY DRIVE C & TRANTOR

Order toll,free USA (800) 526,6500
CA only (800) 831,3144
1690 65th Street Emeryville, CA 94608, (415) 652-3~22

Telex: 756329 (DRIVE CUD), WU EASYLINK 62533500.



MORROW OWNERS' REVIEW
P.O. BOX 5487

BERKELEY, CA 94705
Address Correction Requested

KAMAS. l80. & CP/M are trademarks of KAMASOFT·. lilog. & Digital Research respectively.
• formerly Compusophic Systems.

••
As an idea craftsman, you use
your mind like a skilled pair of
hands. You take hold of concepts,
then manipulate them to dis
cover, refine, convey dynamic
new thoughts,
Now, the tool that can strengthen
your creative grasp is well within
your reach.
KAMASTM a revolutionary outline
processor from KAMASOFT",
supports your thinking process
and keeps you in touch with your
ideas, That's because KAMAS is
designed to work the way your
mind works-naturally.
Begin by brainstorming, KAMAS
enables you to jot down ideas
qUickly, as you think of them. If
you want to elaborate, you can
add text with full screen editing.
Then develop your ideas using a
familiar outline format. Change
the structure as easily as you
change your mind. Move an idea
and all attached text moves
with it.

Bulk Rate
U.S. Postage

PAID
Golden State
Direct Mail

~~~I~Ub~~~~(5~~)~4~~7~~1o~~I~~~%gi~~r~4
Card orders, KAMAS is available for many l80.
CP/M computers, Ask about your system,

KAMASOFT"
2525 SW 224th Ave., Dept, 161
Aloha, OR 97006 . ...with KlMAI'M


